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CHAPTER I 
STATID4ENT OF THE PROBI,Et;I 
The purpose of this study is to develop and evaluate a patterned 
series of lessons in practical and creative writing which concentrate 
on the need for communicating clearly and well . 
Few people today cru1 avoid numerous situations requiring written 
communication. Granted that a knowledge of mechanics is important in 
meeting such situations, mechanical skill by itself can do little to 
salvage writing whose content is confused, inadequate , unappropriate 
and unimaginative. 
All writing benefits from the presence, in the writer, of certain 
attitudes and abilities. He will write better if he sees some punpose 
or feels some impelling need to write. He will write better if he is 
able to elaborate his thoughts and organize them. He will '.rrite betteJ!' 
if he has developed the willingness to search for particular words 
which will make his message clear enough and lively enough to command 
the attention and interest of his reader• 
None of these three attributes can accomplish singly the task of 
effective cownunication. In combination they are of central importance 
to successful practical writing; the breath of life to creative writing. 
If a child can be helped towards the development of this sort of writ-
ing equipment early in his career, it can give him life- long service 
- 1-
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and pleasure. 
This study approaches the problem of improving the content of 
children 1 s writing from the standpoint of empathy of writer with reader. 
If the cnild can be motivated to first put hL~self in the place of the 
person or persons for whom he is writing, it is possible that he will 
express his thoughts more accurately, in better sequence , with more 
color and descriptive power, vThether he is constructing an advertise-
ment or telling what f eelings a certain season of the year evoke in 
him. 
In the patterned series of lessons used in this study, the v~iting 
assignments deal with children 1 s eA~eriences, real or imagined. The 
series moves in order of difficulty from simple practical projects to 
more complicated creative ones . The lessons in each series involve 
analysing models, meeting imaginary situations, selecting and reject-
ing items from random lists, and original composition writing. 
The study is designed to discover whether stress on the empathic 
ap_roach, when combined with a patterned daily writing program, can 
measurably improve t he quality of children 1 s writing content in terms 
of originality, vocabulary, organization. 
2 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
HotivatinP:: Children's Writing 
Languag~ Arts programs have done much to help intermediate grade 
children to speak well . Natural spontaneity has been encouraged, poise 
and clarity have been developed.. The ability to transl~te these lively 
qualities of oral corn.r:runication into ioTritten language has proved more 
difficult to teach, yet remains an ability equally important to possess. 
1/ 
As Crossley states: "In our enthusiasm for this oral program 1-re must 
not overlook the hea~J social and professional pena~ty experienced by 
an individual iolho is 'llllable to eA.-press himself in writing when the 
necessity arises." 
Almost all children enter school adequately equipped for language 
growth, speaking in terms of vision, hearin~, organs of speech, and the 
:?! 'jj 
ability to comprehend, according to Wells . HcCarthy notes that the 
varying degrees of language skill observable in these school age chil-
dren are due in part to the varyi_ng amo'llllts of language experience 
i/B. Alice Crossley, "Can We Hel p Children To Write? 11 Journal of 
Education (February, 1957), Volume 1.39, Number .3 : .3 . 
2/Charlotte Wells, "The Child 1 s f4uipment for Language Grm.rth, " Factors 
That Influence Language Grovlth, National Conference on Research in 
English, (January, 1955), p . 8 . 
'j/Dorothea •IcCarthy, ''Home Influences , 11 Factors That Influence LanJage 
Growth, National Conference on Research in English, (January, 1955 , 
PP• 8-15. 
- .3-
enjoyed at nome during pre- scnool years . Homes with slight interest 
in books and reading, little conversation, rrruch use of gesture language 
and elliptical eA~ression generally produce children less skilled lin-
guistically than do more articulate and literate households . It then 
becomes the school ' s task to co~pensate f or these background lacks, 
y' 
since it is apparent that t 
"Through listening, speaking, r eading and i..Jri ting, as a child 
or as a maturing or a mature person, the human being makes constant 
use of his equip~ent for language as a means of gettin~ along with 
others and as a connecting link between himself and the society in 
l-lhich he lives. 11 
Beyond providing enougn a.!:nropriate books and materials , and s'1/ 
ficient time and help for using ther.1, there must be, in Strickland 1 s 
words, 11 •••• content of some kind, if skills are to be acquired in form 
for use. Consequently teachers are e!. phasizing increasingly the inter-
relationships bet1-1een the content of social studies, science and lit-
erature and the skills "Yihich are means to ends in dealing witil the 
content. 11 l•Iotivation arising from the daily curriculum makes the need 
for learning the skills of functional writing reasonable and apparent 
to the child. 
21 
Gerstle employs motivation of this sort, 11 •••• to make vrriting 
meaningful , interesting and fun •••• in an atmosphere free from pressures 
i/Dorothea HcCarthy, op. cit., p. 8 • 
.6/Ruth G. Strickland, "School Influences, " Factors That Influence Lanxuage 
Growth. Hational Conference on Research in English, (January, 1955), p. 22. 
l/Dorothy, Holley Gerstle, ·btivatinf? Written Language in Fifth Grade 
With Su~gestions for Sixty Lessons Based Upon Social studies, Unpublished 
·faster' s Tl esis, Boston University, 1956. 
4 
for perfection. 11 In a series of flexible and widely varied '~>li'iting 
lessons, keyed to the content of the fifth grade social studies 
curriculum, she divides United Slites histor~ and geography units into 
sixty suggested ~rriting lessons. Creating a log kept on the ship of 
an early explorer , n.aking a guide to an American set .:;le;nent in 1700 
or a set of rules for a ne~1 colony, compiling a dictionary of antiques, 
issuing bulletins from 11war correspondents 11 covering the Revolution, 
recording a state 1 s or a city1 s history are a~ong the choices of 
~rriting projects offered ~J this series. 
1-Jriting of this sort requires a conducive classroom climate in 
order to be successful .. It is Gerstle 1 s opinion that : "The absence of 
fear regarding reception, and the relaxation of teacher-pupil relation-
ships and pupil- pupil relationships ~in a classroo::n are powerful 
forces in he raotivation of writing." 
The key role played by the classroom teacher in oti va ting chil-
2/ 
dren 1 s ~Tri ting can scarcely be overemphasized. Stricklend asserts 
that: 11Teac;1ers teach children to express their thoughts or to conceal 
then., to be sincere and outgoing, or to be cautious and hypercritical." 
She believes that the teacher 1 s Hays of co.:nunication and expression, 
her attitude of friendly encouragement influence to a considerable 
degree the attitudes and expressiveness developed by the children in 
her classroom. 
1/Ibid. , pp. 36-155. 
g/Dorotny Holley Gerstle, op . cit., p . 9. 
~Ruth G. Strickland, oo . cit., p. 18. 
5 
Written language serves man daily as a useful tool in his essential 
cowminications . Learning to use this tool , often referred to as the 
acquisition of practical writing rucills , has been successfully motivated 
a:nong children in a variety of l.·lays . Arising for t he most part from 
daily needs in and out of the classroom, these ·Hays always involve , in y 
Smith ' s estir ation, " •••• a :notive , a message and an audience •••• This 
means skill in judging 1.·1hat will clarify ideas for ot!-:ters and how these 
ideas may affect someone else." 
?} 
A s~npling of current fifth gr ade lan&ruage textbooks reveals 
tvTO conunon motivational devices e::1ployed in the teaching of functional 
\Jri ting. They are : 
1. Presentation, analysis and i~itation of correct .. odels for 
reports, directions , invitations , letters, outlines, notices 
and other forms used in giving and recording info~ation. 
2. Formation of classroom clubs, whose activities re~uire keeping 
of minutes , outlining, writing of notices and reports , com-
posing business and friendly letters. 
j}Dora V. Smith, "Trends in Teachil'lg the Language Arts, 11 Chapter I , 
Children and t he Language Arts, Vergil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, 
Editors. Prentice- Hall Inc., Englevrood Cliffs, Ne\..r Jersey, 1955, p . 3. 
?}Paul !'IcKee and Annie l·:CCowen, Enriching Your Language , Houghton 
l·:lifflin Company, Boston, 1957. 
Edna L. Sterling et al., English Is Our Language, D. C. Heath and 
Company, Boston, 1956. 
Ha.tilda. Bailey et a.l., Our Enr;lish Lanrnage, :nerican Book Company, 
New York, 1956. 
Harold C. Shane et a.l., Pathuays to Good English, La.idlm-1 Brothers, 
River Forest, Illinois, 1958. 
6 
In both these apl)roaches, :1echanics receive more enphasis than does 
content. This fact reflects a •ridely held opinion expressed thus by y 
Bttrrows : 
11It is important, however, that over a period of years , chil-
dren learn correct for.n in writing •••• In schools where these learn-
ings are attached to experiences themselves significant in the 
living and >vorking of c:lildren most items of ::1echanics are learned 
with a mini:."UUln of resentr.1ent and a maximum of effectiveness. 11 
Crossley lists numerous opportunities for practicing the skills 
of practical or functional \vriting such as summaries, bibliographies 
for re~orts , classified lists, newspaper headlines, charts and captions, 
2l 
and the filling in of forms . )./ 
Porter, \vriting from her experience as an editor, assesses the 
values of practical writing in these \Vords : "The great problem seems 
to be 1 to say \-That you mean. 1 Tnis difficulty besets not just nov-
elists but office i·JOrkers faced with >-Triting a problematic memo •••• 
Time spent with children on 1practical 1 writing is well spent." 
The \>Triting of recipes , ex~lanations to accompany maps or ex-
hibits , progrruns of plays, advertisements, the recording of e~~eriments 
and observations all "· ••• provide incentive for making one ' s i·Tritten y 
word speak well for t :1e i·Triter. 11 
1/Alvina T. Burrows, "Children ' s Experiences in \.Jriting, 11 Chapter X, 
Children and the Language Arts, Vergil E. Herrick and Leland B. Jacobs, 
Editors. Prentice- Hall Inc., Englewood Cliffs, Nei.r Jersey, 1955, p . 229. 
~B. Alice Crossley, op. cit., pp. 9-13. 
)/Eleanor Porter, "The Problen: To Say l.Jhat You ·:San, 11 Elementary 
English, (October, 1958) , 35 :388- 90 . 
Y Alvina T. Burrows, op. cit., pp. 235-236. 
7 
The ability to describe , direct , and eA?lain clearly is an 
ability almost universally needed. It is often difficult to translate 
sensed experiences and observations into plainly understandable words. 
y' 
To motivate such writing Fenn suggests "English laborator-.t periods, 11 
during which a student writes as clear a description as he can. of a 
process or an experiment froJl his mm observation of it. Fellow 
students are asked to restate in •mrds, diagram or demonstration, vlhat 
they have understood from his written description. This practical 
method " •••• tests writing by effect rather than by rules or theories." 
:21 
In the s&~e vein, Burrows suggests : 
"Explaining anything to younger children obliges one to 
be ver-;1 straightforivard and direct , a discipline most valuable 
to vrriters of any age •••• To a degree , fortunately, a feeling for 
organization is a part of everyone. Moreover , it appears that the 
privilege of Hriting purposefull y and sincerely makes a marked 
contribution to its natural development." 
Obtaining materials for a social studies unit is a common and 
effective motivation for the 1.rriting of business letters. In vr.citing 
letters that are actually sent, correct form and usage are no longer 
dull drill , ~ the content is linporta.nt. In describing one such 
project, Ware comments : "These letters would be mailed, so they had 
to be right." In turn the materials and responses evoked by these 
1/Isadore H. Fenn, 11Writing Definite Descriptions, Explanations and 
Instructions," English Journru. , (November, 1943), 32: 511. 
2/Ibid., P• 512 • 
.,;VAJ.vina T. Burr01-.rs et al., They lUl Want To loJ'rite, Prentice- Hall Inc., 
New York, 1952, p. 75. 
£/Inez H. Hare, "Business Letters That Should Be t.Jritten, 11 Elementary 
English (~hy, 1958), 35:305. 
8 
letters often motiv~te rel~ted language arts activities such as library 
research, oral and uri tten re?orts - and more letter \.Jri ting. 
The key to successful letter HritinJ :not ivation is to capitalize 
on occasions, expected or unexpected, \..rhen there is purpose in \.Jriting 
a real letter - one that could be sent. ~~ch occasions include illness, 
bereavment, giving invitations and accepting then, saying thank you, 
answering a pen pal ' s letter, ru1d many others. 
In describing hm..r 11A _ ead Letter Day, 11 scheduled t·uicc nonthly, 
c1anneled child interest in receiv~ letters into efforts to improve 
their o\m lett.er vli'iting, Applegate recor.mends use of the follov1ing 
chart, both as notivation and evaluation: 
1The Test of A Good Letter 
1 . Does your letter sound like talking? 
2. Does it tell the person uhat he 1.1a.nts to knm..r? 
3. Is it interesting? 
4. Would you lllce to Te2~ve it yourself? 
5. Is it written \..rell? n§ · 
It is her opinion that the essence of letter \·II'iting art is to 
JJ 
make "an interesting story fro:n a small happening." 
Letter Vl!'iting, which often performs a purely functional task, 
can at other times become a highly personal and creative fo~ of 
\.Jritten language. At such ti"lles the \Jriter not only r eports happenings 
but expresses his own thoughts and feelings . This sort of letter 
!/ 
writing fulfills Wit ty1 s conception of creative ,,rri ting ' s role : 
1/~muree Applegate, Heloi.ng Children Write, International Te:~book 
Company, Scranton, Pe~Dsylvania, 1949, p. 114 • 
.!/Paul Witty, Foreuord to They All lvant to \-Trite , Alvina T. Burrows 
et al., on . cit., p. vi. 
9 
"Creative ,.rriting may be so conceived and developed that 
it will serve a three fold function , enabling each child to 
record his significant experiences and to share his activities 
and interests as well as to express hLmself freely, spontaneously 
and joyously. n y 
A less inclusive conception is that of TidJ~ and Butterfield, 
who classify as creative \·rriting activities those that "• ••• are not 
concerned '1-rith the giving of information but i>Tith the expression of 
thoughts and feelings for their o,.m sake or for the entertainnent of 
21 
others. 11 According to Burrm-1s creative writing is "· ••• prompted by 
an inner urge rather than an external conpulsion. 11 
21 
Can truly creative iJriting, per se , be taught? Applegate thinks 
it cannot. However, she is confident that " •••• you can help children 
to release the creativity ,.rithin them. that seeks expression. If you 
prove yourself a friend to children and the;y find you Horthy, they will y 
share with you the treasures of t heir hearts. " Crossley enlarges 
upon this belief: 
"Essentially the motivation for free vrriting lies in the 
attitude of the teacher and the rapport she is able to establish 
,.nth her class. If the children feel the teacher is kind, under-
standing and sincere in her desire to have them vrrite; if they sense 
her interest in vrriting and grow to share it; if they recognize 
her pleasure in their efforts most of them will be sufficiently 
motivated to make the attempt. Once they have taken this initial 
step the program is usually on its 1t1ay. 11 
Nany children Hho are original end articulatie in their use of oral 
i/Willard F. T,idyman and Harguerite Butterfield, Teaching the Lanssuage 
Arts , }fuGra,.~Hill Book Company, Inc ., New York, 1951, p. 189. 
,g/Alvina T. Burrows, They All Want To Hrite, op . cit., p. 85. 
2/~huree Applegate, op . cit., p . 6. 
!J/B. Alice Crossley, op . cit., p. 14. 
10 
language , experience a sudden evaporation of ideas 1-rhen confronted vTi th 
'\·Triting assign.;llents . This fact no.s spurred efforts to find Hays to 
stimulate the floH of ideas needed to sustain creative vTriting. 
1/ 
This \vas the o.ir.l of Conley and his associates who used seven 
motivational devices ~~ setting up a series of widely varied lesson 
plans designed for use by fifth and sixth graders. Based on pictures, 
nrusic , a series of unrelated objects , a seasonal topic , pi ctures in 
puzzle form, im.rnediate reactions to sounds, and a peep sho1-1 using 
dioramas made by the children, each series provided for several highly 
motivated and imaginative sessions of discussion, questioninG or 
cre<1tive activity to precede the actual \·Triting of an original com-
position. Among results observed in classes participating in the 
study 1-rere increases in interest in \·Tritin and in the ability to 
2/ 
express ideas in \·Tri ting. 
Also interested in stimulating tho floH of ideas in intermediate 
2.1 
grade children were Ferris and her as sociates who constructed four 
series of creative \.,rriting lessons. Hotivational devices used were : 
a given opening sentence , calendar pictures, titles of familiar 
occupations accompanied by brief factual information concerning each, 
i/Richard L. Conley et aJ. , Seven Exercises Plo..n..11ed To Stimul ote the 
Flow of Ideas in Creative Comuosition, Unpublished 11aster 1 s Thesis , 
Boston University, 1955, pp . 122- 168. 
2/Ibid., p . 112. 
2/Hary <I. Ferris et aJ. ., The Construction and Evaluation of Four 
Series of Lessons to Stimulc.te the Fl.m·T of Ideas in the Creatiye 
Writing of Fourth, Fifth , and Sixth Grade Pupils, Unpublished 11aster ' s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1953. 
11 
sentence rearrangement and analysis of sa~ple paragraphs . In designing 
lessons to be used in the study, the authors kept intermedicte grade 
children ' s preferences in mind, incorporating opportunities for vrriting 
about humorous situations, imaginary situations and personal experiences 
in their lesson plans. Questioning and discussion of ideas preceded 
actual 1.rri ting. 
In a series of lessons aimed at improving children ' s descriptive 
11 
vocabulary, Jones employs dravrings of various facial expressions to 
motivate creative thinking and writing. Realizing that 11 •••• every-
2/ 
thing depends on the start of the process ••• ," Camp introduces her 
pupils to descriptive l.·rriting Hith a display of Hidely dif fering 
photographs. The children, studying the display and adding t heir mm 
snapshots to it, are led to see that the problems and decisions of 
emphasis, content and detail that confr ont the camera man are much 
the same problems as confront the person creating a picture with 1.,rords. 
In suggesting class develooment of a story from a picture as a orelude 
- ff . 
to individual creative writing efforts , Applegate states that 
" •••• if the child sees in the picture an experience similar to one 
he has had, t i1e story vlill usually be a better one." 
Films have been successfully used to increase the flo1.r of ideas 
i/.t-1a.ry -1. Jones, Evaluation of a 11ethod for L'!lproving Personal Descrip-
tion and Charact erization in Written Comoosition, Unpubli shed Doctoral 
Dissertation, Boston University, 1947. 
2/Barbara L . Cam.p, "Teaching Pupils to Hrite via the Paragraph," 
English Journal ( •iay, 1952) , 41 : 258-261. 
~Mauree Applegate, op . cit., p. 61. 
12 
in children t s creative \vri ting. Hm.1ever nore research in this field 
11 
see..rns indicated. Berry comments; 11FiLrns may stimulate ideas but the 
children must have the vocabulary to express themselves . The vocabulary 
does not come from the film." 
21 
Strickland observes that in studies made among nine to thirteen 
year old children, "interest in new, colorful , vigorous vocabulary is 
keen." 
Jl 
Applegate advocates the keeping of a classroom notebook in which 
excellent descriptive words for colors sounds, smells , textures, hard-
ness and softness; apt phrases t hat capture moods and feelings are 
gathered to provide substitutes for overworked, less specific words. 
She vTrites : 11Words ca..."1 be tasted, smelled, heard, felt , and put into 
action. They help us to understand the world \.fe live in and the people 
we live with. 11 
!/ 
Among conclusions reache~ in theses summarized by Holmes are: 
11 
•••• motivated lessons induced s£erior quality and quantity of ideas 
Lthan did unmotivated onei} ••• • 11 and 11 •••• the situation type of as-
Sigill"'!lent definitely produces better results in the form of more vTords 
1 Eloise Berry 11Films and Creative Expression, 11 Elementary English 
October, 1958~, 35:386. 
2/Strickland, op . cit .• , p. 120. 
2/~buree Applegate, op . cit., p . 131. 
/;/Hary Holmes, A Sununary of Research in i•Tritten and Oral Cor.mosition, 
Unpublisi.1ed Haster1 s Thesis, Boston University, 1954. 
2./Ibid., p. 5, cited from the Unpublished Ha.ster ' s Thesis of Hary I· 




and m.ore ideas than the topic assignnent •• • .!1 21 . 
Clark advises that no particular length be required for any given 
creative writing assignment and urges the teacher to " •••• search dili-
gently for theme ideas from. the •rorld of the student •••• If 1·le desire 
themes to be alive and sparkling, •re should avoid assigning trite t opics. 11 
In revic•ri.."'lg collliliUl1ity inC.uences on children ' s language develo. 
21 
ment, Crosby finds that , despite the absence of research in the field, 
there is evidence that many school directed experL~ents and practices 
are "· ••• promising attempts to use the community for stimulating 
language growth. 11 Library, ca'11p , church, the 1-1ell planned for and 
conducted field tri9 - all these are sources ru1d notential motivators 
- y 
of an expanded~d enriched oral and Hritten language program. 
Applegate advises selectivity in using a field trip as a source 
for stories, urging that the child be asked to elaborate on one adven-
ture only. She repeats this advice in referring to the writing of 
autobiography as more likely to be interesting if written " •••• as a 
2.1 
series of episodes in the life of a child rather than a running tale. " 
Burrows sugGests as good motivation for childr en ' s •~iting the 
jj'Ibid., p . 5, cited from the Unpublished }laster' s Thesis of George H. 
Nicholson. 
2/Helen 11cD. Clark, "Suggestions for Themes, 11 English Journal (June, 
1951)' 40 : 332. 
:2/1-.fu.riel Crosby, 11Cont'mi t~r Influences, 11 Factors That Influence Language 
Growt~. N tiqnal ~ference on Research in English, (January, 1955) , 
P• 26. 
!i/Ibid., PP• 30-31. 
..2/Ia.uree .Applegate, op . cit., p. 63. 
.§/Ibid., P• 71. 
reading aloud of stories vrritten by other children, follo¥ed by a dis-
1/ 
m1ssion of these stories. Someti;nes a "teacher- started story shared 
serially leads to further written installments involving the already y 
invented and fa"lliliar characters. "Telling tall tales is often a good 
21 
beginning, for almost anyone can exaggerate. 11 
Creative \.Jriting is rarely, if ever, tampered vrith for the sa...l<:.e 
of plausibility or smoothness. It is often deeply personal and irn-
portant to the writer. Burrovrs has this to say: 11 •••• when e. young-
ster knows that the teacher will no more change his story than she 
!:/ 
would try to change his face or hands, then he feels safe to vrrite. 11 
21 
Brownrigg states that her purpose in suggesting a series of 
composition planning lessons is 11 •••• to develop and evaluate a series 
of exercises in composition planning by means of thought provoking 
questions. These exercises \dll be designed to help the individual 
develop a pattern of thinking." 
Applegate stresses the value of perceptive questioning, citing 
this classroom excerpt: 111 What do you think Huckleberry Finn would 
have done in tnis situation?• I have heard a..~ intermediate teacher 
ask her class one day. 1Why do you think so? 1 was her next question. 
j}Alvina T. Bu.rro\·lS, op . cit., p . 89. 
~Alvina T. Burrows, Children and the Language Arts, op . cit., p. 224. 
:i/Ibid., p. 228. 
k/Ibid. 
2/Helen R. Brownrigg, An Evaluation of Exercises in Composition Planning, 
Unpublished Haster 1s Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
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Such an imaginative exercise develops judgeTient of character •••• " 
There is considerable evidence that skills gained through meet-
ing the demands of oractical writing carry over into personal or 
. 2/ 
creative ivriting. i3urrows observes : 
"Children vTho experience the discipline of \·Tri ting correctly 
in the objective recordings \.f.aich obviously concern others show 
remarkable accuracy in their more personal vrri ting •••• r!.;Xcept for 
persistent difficulties ivhich need checking even in adult writing, 
many sixth graders have effected a true integration of the correct 
forms learned in 9ractical \-lri ting vTi th the spontanaei ty and self 
confidence enjoyed in personal vrri ting. 11 
In ~~y it ~ay be stated that motivation for creative vrriting 
appears to be most effective vThen it emphasizes content and encourages 
the free expression of ideas in an at::1osphere uncomplicated by advance 
concern with mechal1ics. Concurrently, the practi ce of purposeful 
practical 1vriting develops specific skills vThich often become part of 
the child 1 s overall writing abi lity. The ultimate goal of this working 
partnership is con~etence and vitality L~ the use of written language. 
1Iethods Used In Teacning Children to 1.Jrite 
Children love to talk. -rnerefore , teaching children to express 
the.J.selves efr'ectively Hilen talking presents a proble:n quite different 
froc that of teaching the.~ to ex;>ress the:!lsel ves effectively in i-lri tten 
fo~ • Preparing a talk on a given topic fills . ost children with en-
thusiasm, ~.,rhereas the very thought of putting their ideas on paper 
fills them Hiti:l trepidation and des0air. They are at a loss to lmow 
i/ auree Applegate , op . cit., p . 57. 
2/ Alvina T. Burrows, op . cit. , p . 236. 
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what to write or ho'H to write >Jith a feeling of joy a11d spontaneity. 
It is therefore the duty of all teachers to present to them a method 
by \.Jhich \.Jri tten expression ca11 become a source of pleasure to the 
individual child as well as a useful tool by \·rhich he will make him-
self socially and professionally acceptable. 
11 
As vlells says, 11He should r emeL1ber that language is learned. 
A child is not born Hi th the ability to !mt doHn his ideas in written 
form. " 
The teacher ' s nroblem is to find a uay by 1..rhich she can heln 
. 2/ 
the children to eA~ress themselves effectively because as Greene 
states : 
11The current beliefs that learninc to e:xfJress oneself is an 
i..'1dividual matter , that essential skills are habits acquired in 
accordance with certain laws of learning, that the child learns 
to express himself b;.• doing so, not by learning rules about it, 
or by reading the products of others, that he uasters skills 
more readily 1.-1hen they are brought into play in reasonably 
life- like situations are only a fe\·1 practical exa:nples of the 
ways in wl1ich point of vieH affects the curriculum. and classroom 
practice." 
Expression of one 1 s thoughts is best 1-.rhen it is natural , spon-
taneous expression. A classroom provides countless opportunities for 
sincere exchange OL ideas. Children as well as adults find a situation 
1-1ithin their ex-perience a more fertile field for vTOrthwhile e:cpression. 
lfuat better provision for effective expression can He obtai~ for our 
i/Charlotte vlells, on . cit. , p . l . 
,6/Harry A. Greene et al., Princinles of !1ethod in Elementary English 
Comnosition, 5th kL'1ual Research Bulletin by Bulletin Committee. 
Harry Greene, Chairman, State University of Im·ra, National Conference 
of Rese2.rch in English, Scott Foresman and Co . , Hm·1 York, October 9, 
1939, pp . 2-3. 
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children than a classroom >.rhere they learn by doing. It is evident 
that a fluent use of oral expression is a necessary foundation for 
written expressii/. 
As Crossley observes : 
"The child 1-tho has learned to anm-1er questions in a complete 
sentence, who has had practice in orderly arrangement of ideas in 
story telling and who has been guided to pause when a thought 
is completed, has a basis for writing upon vrhich he can lean 
heavily." 
As a child progresses in his use of the sentence he must be 
tau~ht auditory discrimination to avoid, in >ITi tten 1mrk the use of 
"put f or 11but, 11 11your 11 for 11you1re 11 "laugh" for laughed, 11 11our 11 for 
llare" and m~y other similar exa-o:1ples. 
Proofreading is not enough if the child has not had sufficient 
practice in auditory discri.rnination, because , children unmrare of these 
mistakes continue their use until a Keen sense of auditory discrim-
ination has been established. 
Spellli1g is undoubtedly a part of this learning process to enable 
children to have practice in seeing and learning the letter arrange-
ment of a 1..rord correctly before they attenpt to use it in their writ-
t en work. 
21 
This is just one of the skills that :rrust be taught for as Greene 
suggests, 11Hastery of language skills can not be left to incidental 
teaching. No matter hoH unconscious the child may be of the e:nphasis 
on language skills it should not be assumed that the teacher himself 
1/B. Alice ~o;sley, op. cit., pp. 5-6. 
2/Harry A. Greene, op . cit., p. 11. 
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loses sight of this emphasis . Every specific skill must be taught ." 
The value of systematic practice on la..."lguage skills as opposed 
to incidental practice has been discussed and considered at 5reat 
1/ 
length. DavlSon 11 •••• has found evidence as early as 1929 that regi-
mental group instr~ction is inferior to individual instruction - also 
that both direct and indirect attack must be :made on language problems 
in relation to use." 
2/ 
Strickland adds, 11 •••• in order for children to progress in 
language development there must be mru1y tJ~es of first hand and 
vicarious experiences at every grade level. Social Studies and Science 
experiences provide many opportunities for grm·rth in vocabular<J and 
sentence structure as well as clarity and ease of expression. Class-
room equipment, materials , activities and organization need to be 
planned with these developments in mind." 
As 1-1e consider the devel opmental side of language gro'\.Jth Van 
21 
Riper cautions us to bear in rnind 11 •••• t hroughout all his learning 
experiences the child i-Ihose intellectual potential is greater has a 
better chance to develop langv~ge skills than does the child who is 
less capable mentally. Conversely, mastery of l~"lguage may often 
1/Hildred A. Dawson, 11Syste_':latic Versus Incidental Practice on Language 
Skills," Elementary English (January, 1950) , 27. As cited by Ruth G. 
Strickland, School Influences , Factors That Influence Language Groi~h, 
National Conference on Research in English, P• 23 . 
2/Ruth G. Strickland, op. cit., p . 21 . 
2/Charles Van Riper, Teaching Your Child To Talk, Ne\..r York: Harper 
and Brothers (1950). PJ.S cited by Charlotte Wells , The Child ' s :&luip-o 
ment for Language Grovrth , Factors That Influence Language Groi.Jth, 
National Conference on Research in English, p. 7. 
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serve as a reliable index to intellectual DO'\·Jers . 11 
As children of varying abilities are being taught in all class-
rooms the teacher must be a1-1are that t here must be constru1t enphasis 
on spelling so the child' s written work can seVe its purpose - that 
of sharing an exoerience ¥Jith another. Greene affirms this when he 
states : 
says : 
"Every specific skill must be taught, revie1o~ed and drilled 
syste~tically in order to attain and maintain adequate mastery. 
TI1is neans an effective language progra~ must provide definite 
language periods llhen fundamental skills can be presented clearly 
and fixed firmly by means of drill . 11 
21 
To further confirm this method of teaching skills Crossley 
"• ••• the value of proofreading as a means to correct \Jrit-
ing is vrell established. It can be developed i..11 a step- wise 
pattern 1V'i th the quality and quantity of the task increa sing 
,.Jith the child ' s maturity and understanding. A guide sheet of 
questions such as : 
1. Does every sentence begin Hi th a capital? 
2. Does every name begin Hi th a capital? 
3. Is there a mark of punctuation after €Very 
- will assist children to independent proofreading. 
capitalization, enunciation and pronunciation need 
to attain mastery." 
sentence?( . ?!) 
Punctua 'tion, 
constant drill 
As teachers review and drill they must ever be cognizant of the 
:JJ 
fact that as Horrocks mentions, "Language Hork begins \.Jith their 
present needs and interests and relates closely to the very practical 
means by which improvement can be achieved •••• " needs include - talk-
ing together, telling stories, observing, r eporting eX?laining 
1/Har~J A. Greene, on . cit., p. 11. 2/B. Alice Crossley, op . cit., 
P• 7. 
2f.~atilda Bailey, Ha.rcillene Barnes, Fdna H. Horrocks , The Language 
Program for our English Language , American Book Company, p. 62. 
describing, ~~iting short letters and brief accounts of what they' ve 
done. 
JJ 
To obtain the best results it is clearly evident as Crossley 
states, "· ••• there :::mst be definite exercises to teach >Jhen to cap-
italize, hovi to spell , hoH to use ::tarks of punctuation and hovl to 
orgunize a sentence , a paragraph and entire composition •••• 11 plus 
knowing what to say in content. 
2) 
Greene suggests : 
"• ••• the correlation o:: F.nglish sl:ills 1-rith subject matter 
content for instructional purposes mGke it more likely that the 
skills Hill be introduced ru1d used in reasonably life- like 
situations. Letter '\..fri ting may be taught in isolation or may be 
introduced purely on the basis of its ovm intrinsic value but 
it is more effective \.rhen it is made to ftmction in the individual ' s 
ovm activitios.u 
It is therefore imoortant to teach the skills for letter •~iting 
"21 
effectively since Greene adds " •••• inst ructional emphasis should be 
given to language situations in proportion to the social burden they 
carry in expression. 11 
!J 
The English Club of Greater Chicago according to Greene II 
•••• 
asked 346 senior high school pupils to make checklists of co:m:non 
English sJr...ills.. Fro this investieation the writing of friendly 
letters appears to be the ost corrLion out of school use of written 
English." 
Therefore skills which aid in attaining mastery as set forth by 
1/B. Alice Crossley, op . cit., p . 3. 
2/Harry • Greene, op . cit., p . 6 • 
.2/Ibid., p . 9. 1/.Ibid. , p . 4. 
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Bailey 11 ••• • must be taught in meaningfUl situations, never for its 
ovm sake or in isolation. Hodels are given in oral and written com-
nrunication so the child can see what constitutes correct form. " 
i-1hen teaci1ing letter 1-1ri ting, certain skills such as format and 
parts must be taught. Children must learn as they v!I'i te letters "for 
a definite purpose" to know and place correctly the Heading, Greeting, 
Body, Closing and Signature of a letter. 
21 
Strickland confirms this by saying: 
"While it is undoubtedly true that any skills as intricate 
and exacting as these languat;e skills req_uire a great deal of 
practice for mastery, concensus is grovdng that functional 
learning is more economical and has greater value t han meaning-
less practice on isolated skills. One cannot write 1-~riting nor 
read reading, therefore one must ~1rite and read something; there 
must be content of some kind if skills to be acquired in form for 
use. Consequently teachers are e_. phasizing increasingly the 
interrelationship between the content of Social Studies, Science, 
and Literature and the skills 'ivhich are neans to ends in deal-
ing 1vith that content. " 
To further the contention that teaching vli'itten language skills 
21 
and techniques require direct teaching Dawson reiterates, that along 
with this direct teaching of skills: 
11 
•••• they also need considerable preparation for 'i·II'iting activities 
in garnering information, second hand through reading, intervie\VS 
and visual aids . Such \.Jriting can be done with accuracy and good 
organization if proper guidance is given. Whenever pupils are 
engaged in such vrork- type writing activities they should probably 
follow the cycle of steps that authorities in the field of lan-
guage have set up. 
1 . Purposing (by the pupils ) 
1/Bailey, Barnes , Horrocks, op. cit. , pp . 6-7. 
2/Ruth G. Strickland, on . cit., pp . 21- 22 • 
.2/ ·Iildred A. Davrson, Teaching Languare i n the Grades, World Book Company, 
PP• 222- 223. 
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2. Setting Up Selected Stanaards 
3. Presenting a :Hodel or Clearly Demonstrating a Ne-vr Standard 
4. Organizing (t hinking through) 
5. Expressing (actually \.Jri ting) 
6. Appraising (looking over or proofreading) 
7. Correctll1g (by l.Jriter himself) 
8. Publishing (sharing With others) II: 
As a result of the efforts being apo_lied to the L~orovement of 
- y 
written expression it would seem according to Greene ' s research 
that : 
" •••• r ecent developments in the English curriculTh~ have tended to 
make the statements of outcomes and skills much mor e specific and 
objective. The Curriculum Co~mission of the National Council of 
Teachers of English presented a carefully fonaulnted statement 
of strands of abilities in creative, c~~municative and corrective 
phases of English instruction. Newer courses of study and text-
books include much material indicative of a recognition of the 
need for the further specification of skills." 
Evaluation 
Although langua,ee -vras one of the first subjects to be measured, 
it "ras also one of the slo'\<Jest to respond to analysis , diagnosis , and 
remedial treatment. In soeal'.ing of measuring vrritten English Greene, y 
Jorgensen and Gerberich statet .. 
"The measurement of general merit of -vrri tten conposi tion, 
-vrhile dating wel~ back into the history of educational measurement, 
has not responded to efforts to improve it in proportion to the 
attention it has received. This difficulty comes froB the great 
complexity of the skills involved in producing merit in vrritten 
language, and from the vagueness "'i th vrhich these skills have 
been recognized." 
i/Harry A. Greene, op . cit., p . 4. 
2/Harry A. Greene, Albert N. Jorgensen, and J . Ra~aond Gerberich, 
Heasure:nent and Evaluation i n the Elementary School , Longmru1s, Green 
and Company, Nevr York, 1942, p. 310. 
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While discussing teachers 1 methods of instru.ction Greene says: 
" •••• there is considerable doubt that the time spent by the teacher in 
reading and marking the themes and the pupils 1 time in rewriting them 
is \.Jell- spent. u 
2/ 
Compositions :nust be judged, hovrever, and here according to Dusel 
are a few r easons -v;hy: 
1. To mea~rre the perfo~ance of each pupil against some standard. 
2. To measure the degree to which the course objectives have been 
attained. 
3. To aid the learner by keeping him informed of his success, 
failure or progress. 
Wrightstone, Justman and Robbins in discussing the 1-ray composi-
tions have been and are still being judged as , 11For evaluation, this 
objective (expressing ideas ) has generally been defined in terms of y 
related skills and abilities. 11 Greene, Jorgensen and Gerberich 
continue on the same subject: 
"These mechanical and gr a.nh":le.tical ele:.1ents constitute in a 
vray the rm-; material of written expression. The rhetorical factors 
are the results of the manJler in wnich these raw IT£terials are put 
together. They are the factors which make for appeal , originality, 
and distinctiveness in ;-;ri tten expression. T'ne ri!echanical and 
grammatical factors are relatively tangible, objective, and 
1/Ibid., p. 16. 
2/W. J . Dusel , 11How Should Students ~friting be Judged? 11 Enelish Journal 
1V~y, 1957) , 46:263. 
2/J. Wayne Wrightstone , Joseph Justman, and Irving Robbins, Evaluation 
in Hodern Education, American Book Company, NeH York, 1956, p . 257 • 
.4/Harry A. Greene , Albert N. Jorgensen, and J . Raymond Gerberich, .Q!2.• 
ill·, P• 359. 
measurable . The rhetorical factors are more elusive , more dif-
ficult to identify and to measure, and thus far have eluded the 
best efforts to measure them objectively." 
y' 
Shervrood seems to agree for he says: 
''To sum the matter up, an essay subnitted in a couoosition 
course is to be regarded pril11arily as an exercise in \.Jriting and 
is to be criticized and graded accordingly. Bad logic may not, 
in the strict sense, be an offense against the art of expression, 
but it is hardly something Hhich a teacher of vrri ting can i gnore 
or excuse. To go beyond t his , hmvever, and to try to judge the 
correctness or acceptability of the ideas is to tread on dan-
gerous ground. In some cases it ought to be done but .always vdth 
caution and humility." 
il 
Accordi.'llg to G!'een: "There is no one fixed yardstick of measure-
ment for creative , expressive writing. What ' s more, there are as many 
different standards as there are children and their compositions. "' 
'JI 
Shane and HcSwain agree 1.vhen they say: 
11Research in child development sho1.vs that children do not 
mature at the smae rate. Basic principles of learning are 
violated, therefore, 1.Jhen children in each grade of the ele:nen-
tary schools are expected to attain the sa~e standards of pro-
gress in 1-.tri tten comrmmication. "· 
Although reading and evaluating compositions have their difficul-
/J 
ties, they can also be a help to the teacher. Green states : 
11Because this kind of activity is creative and expressive 
it provides vantage points fro~ which the resourceful teacher can 
mruce keen observations , both objective as well as subjective, of 
child growth as Hell as strC:mgths and vmaknesses. 11 
jJJohn C. Sheri·lOod, "Grading for Content, 11 Col .ege English (Nay, 1954) , 
15:468. 
,Y'Arthur s. Green, "Evaluation Creative Expressive Writing, 11 American 
Childhood, (November, 1957) , 43 :35. 
'J/Harold G. Shane and E. T. HcS1·Tain, Evaluation and the Elementar;r 
Curriculum, Henry Holt and Company, New York, 1951, p. 167. 
!z/Arthur S. Green, op. c1t. , p. 35. 
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A fe>T of the most popular and effective :r.1ethods 1.-Till be described 
on the following pages. There are mru1y ways to evaluate a composition. 
1/ 
One of the most i·Tidely used is the one ¥1hich Wrightstone describes : 
11The conventional method of appraising a composition has been for the 
teacher to make an overall evaluation of it on the basis of general 
i.rnpression." 
The teacher , hovTever , should not only be interested in the child 1 s 
21 
finished products , but also hm.,r he has arrived at it. Saucier sug-
gests : 
11The best method of determining the progress of the child in 
language is to observe him while he is at work •••• The finished 
product does not adequately reveal the procedure folloHed by the 
child. The particular steps taken, the time consumed, the help 
received, interest, effort, and habits of study are determined 
best through observation of the procedure followed in language 
activities." 
As children profit little iThen they receive their carefully cor-
'j_/ 
rected and graded compositions, Strickland feels 11They look for the 
mark on the paper and feel either satisfaction or dissatisfaction, but 
they rarely look at the corrections or turn to reference material or 
to the t eacher to learn Hhat is i·Irong and h01-r it should be corrected." 
She urges 11 •••• co-opera-cive analysis and evaluation vrhile the material 
is still warm and vital to the child. 11 
i/J . Wayne 1-lrightstone, Joseph Justman , and Irving Robbins , on. cit., 
p . 257. 
2/1'1 •. A. Saucier, Theory and Practice in the Elementary School, HEl.C-
millan Company, Nei·J York, 19a., pp. 240- 2a.. 
'j)Ruth G. Strickland, The Language Arts in the Elementary School, D. c. 
Heath and Company, Boston, 1951, pp. 277- 278. 
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The teacher s:1ould have standards of judoement in correcting com-
oosi tions 1..rhich are first decided uoon in conference •ri th those t-rho are 
- 11 -
to be judged. Dusel contends "The for:.1 of evaluation central to the 
learning process, we are reminded, is self- evaluation. The learner 
ust continuou17' be taught and permitted to judge his o1m 1..rork. 11 
Applegate feels that the personal conference is the only ef-
fective way to handle individual writing difficulties. 
"All weaknesses in story uriting can not be corrected by 
class study and observation. Sto~J L~provement has gone through 
every phase from class evaluation, 1..rhich shrivels the soul of the 
t-rriter, to minute paper correction, Hhich shortens the life of the 
teacher end lessens the story crop." 
She goes on to say that after the children have sub~tted a composition 
to the teaci1er, she should scan each paper ra;?idly t-ri thout mar~:ing it 
taking a fm..r notes on the specific weaknesses evidenced by the class. 
The children are then called to her one at a time, and each reads 
his story in a lou voice while the teacher quietly renews her crit icisms. 
By reading, the child uay be able to tell t-Ihat he really meant to say 
in case the meaning t-ras not too clear. 
She summarizes her suggestions thus : 
11There are no marks of any sort on the paper; so he (the 
pupil) is not defeated or confused before he begins. Compliment 
him, first of all , on anything good about his story before you 
begin to help h:Lu t-rith his t-1eak spot. In the course of a year, 
after a number of such conferences, a child cannot help improving 
in his work." 
1/w. J . Dusel, op. cit., p. 264. 
_g/Hauree Applegate, oo. cit., pp . 105-106. 
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When Walcott experi:".1ented in evaluating composition, he asked 
his students to correct the themes of their class:nates vihile 1·Iorking 
Ll'l groups of four or five . Of the e:x.'"Periment he notes : 11 ·~y first ob-
servation was that they didn 1t knm-1 1;1hich correction synbols to use , 
•••• The second 1-1as that they uere sinsularly inca')able of discovering 
many oft e errors." He continues: 
n revision of the group ort;anization sug[;ested itself. It 
seemed advisable to have the uriter of the theme present i n the 
revie-vring co:nmittee, so that he might uitness the observations of 
his fellows , inform them of his intended meanings , and protest 
any of the suggested corrections." 
Finally, the author revealed that the results showed: 
"There was an apparent increase in comprehension of the 
writer ' s role as e. self-correc ·or of nis mm writing. Since the 
quality of their 1-1riting was no longer a private matter between 
teacher and pupil , the . upil brought their themes to a better 
state of perfection before turning them in for group review." 
~alders of viTitten products can be useful as a measure of progress 
in com"Josition especially if a teacher uses the ::;1ethod of individual 
. 21 
conferences. S:nith contends: 11Nuch could be done in this field if 
schools Hould keep the 1·n·i ting of the same child over a period of years 
and find in it concrete evidence of gro'\oling maturity of expression." 
.21 
On the college level, Cohen finding that he did not have enough 
time to give to individual conferences, had his corrections on his 
student ' s themes recorded. He eA'"Plains : 
1 Fred G. Walcott , "Experiments in Composition, 11 Eaucational Digest 
Nove~ber, 1949) , 5:40- 41. 
2/Dora V. £~th, op. cit., p. 23 • 
.2/Nachman Cohen, "Correcting Compositions Without a Pencil ," English 
Journal (Deceiilber, 1950) , 39:279-280. 
11In this ltTC.Y I 1oped to ;:;a.in t1 o objectives : first . to make 
fuller :1oro snecific . clearer corrections that 110uld bo under-
stood; second, by releasinG myself for conference ltrorl: during class 
time , t o ~:e myself available for ~ore rc~edial t eaching. for 
grouo discussion leadership and for othe~ activity valuable to 
the class as a whole. " 
This method could easily be adapted to the elementary level also. 
11 
Boles uses graphs to help point our errors. She illustrates : 
"In a large class the procedure mibht be this : for the ne},.-t 
assigrunent , the teacher asks the class, before they hand in the 
themes, to 1·rrite on the cover sheet the abbreviations t at she uses 
in noting their errors - Thought , Coherence , Paragraphing, Run- on 
Sentences, Gra.nrnar, Spelling, Punctua.tion, Capitalization. 1-1hen 
she reads the themes, she writes on the cover sheet a se,arate gr ade 
for each el~ent . Then she asks the pupils to prepare graphs for 
four consecutive th~nes and then superim?ose tho line of the fourth 
gr aph on the first gr aph. With :nost of the pupils she Hill find 
that the line straightens out and levels up~ This discovery will 
give as much satisfaction to the teacher as to the pupils. }iark-
ing themes ltlill no longer be t he deadly drag that it has previously 
been." 
After the teac ~1er has gone through the process of evaluating a 
com?osition, she ~st then decide upon the grade. There are many dif-
ferent t ypes of grading, and the following are just a fe\v of them. 
2/ 
Clark sets doltm her . ethod of grading 1t1hen she says : 
11In grading the::nes , 90% of the gr ade is based on thought con-
t ent , expression, and originality. I do give attention to student 
weaknesses i n grammar; I do check ndstakes in spelling, punctuation, 
and capitalization. But I do not give an essay outstanding in 
thought content a D grcde because its mistakes in punctuation and 
spelling are flagrant." 
She goes on : "Avoid giving a failing grade in creative work, for , by 
hunting for the essay' s r cdeening factors , you are helping to light the 
.i/Florence C. Bo\vles, "Better Results from The1:1e Correcting, 11 Clearing 
House (November, 1955) , 30:17 179. 
2/Helen l.fcD. Clark, op . cit., p . 336. 
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In her research on methods of grading in her thesis, Bro~mrigg 
concludes : 11 •••• the scoring of ideas in co~position was generally a 
method of giving credit for;ither specific or general ideas. " 
In another study Smith tells of her method of gr ading: 
liAbility in ~Iritten expression 1.Jas measured in terms of cor-
rectness of form, number of Hords ~itten, uealth a....'1d q_uality of 
ideas , and the number of Hords misspelled per one hundred ~rords 
in a letter ~Iritten to eA~ress individual opinions concerning the 
value of t he tests given •••• Papers were rated f rom 1 to 8 in 
accuracy of form, and from 10 to 60 in quality of content, ac-
cording to a scale made for the purpose from letters i·Iri tten by 
Nevr York yils themselves. 11 
Nicholson devised the following point system in gr~ding co. 
positions : 
"Each '\Jord ••••••••••••••••.•••• , •••••••••••••••.•.••••••• 
Ea.ch idea ••••••••••.••••••...••..•..••••••••.•..•••.• 
Each clause properly constructed ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Each paragraph properly constructed •••••••••••••••••• 
Each paragraph lacY~ng in complete unity but 






Another method of grading might be that used in gr ading essay 
exa:ilinations where a standard answer is formulated, and a specific 
number of credits is allotted to each significant poin2;which the pupil 
is ex::)ected to mal<:e. Wrightstone, Justman and Robbins feel : "The 
student ' s ability to organize and express his ideas effectively is 
i/Helen R. Brm-mrigc, oo . cit., p. 11. 
z/Dora V. Smith, Evaluat-ing Instruction in Ent;lish in the EleJ, enta.r:v 
Schools of Ne1.J York, Scott-Foresman, New York, 1941, p. 23 • 
..2/George H. Nicholson, An Exoerii. ental Evaluation of the Res-:.ll ts 
Obtained by Two Types of Comoosition Assignments, Unpublished Ha.ster 1 s 
Thesis, Boston University, 1939, p. 17. 
~J. Wayne Wrightstone , Joseph Jus~~, and Irving Robbins, op . cit., 
p . 102. 
another objective which lends itself to measurement via the essay exam-
ination. 11 T'..'le authors also say though : 
110ne IJ.ust be careful, hol·Jever , not to cla:L'll too much for the 
essay exe..1ination. Ha.'>'ly \vriter s , for exanple, maintain that the 
essay e:acrdnation may be used to arrive at an estimate of the 
creative ability of the pupil . While it is true , of course , that. 
the ability to organize i~terials and the ability to formulate 
hypotheses are , in part, creative in character, an exact defini-
tion of "creativeness, II and an analysis of the extent to \vhich 
thi s trait is actually operative i n the testing situation, have 
yet to be presented. Until a more precise concept of creative 
ability is advanced, it appears to be unHise to place too gr eat 
stress upon this value for the essay examnation. 11 
A 1vay in \vhich a teacher mieht grade t he long range grouth in 
creative expression might be to co-operal/vely set standards -vrith the 
stude~ts to devise a check list. Dawson states : 
".Apparently the . ost valuable co~1posi t e techni que for evaluat-
ing the content of pupils ' language productions is that of setting 
up standards in a co- operative "vray, devising a check list, and 
then having directed observation that uses these standards as 
criteria for judging r elative merit and noticeable progress." 
2/ 
Here are son.e of Green ' s exaYJple s for an effective cneck list : 
11Grovrth in Creative , Expressive Conr :unication 
Have the children improved in \.forking individually? 
Have the children_ gained confidence in self-eJ..-pression? 
Gro1rrth in S dlls of Con.:'ll.lilication 
Have the children :L'llproved in ease in r eading their 
com?ositions aloud to the class? 
Have the children improved in enriching their vocabulary? 
Grmrth in Dcnocratic \.fays of Living 
Have the children grown in accepting ot:1ers 1 evaluation of 
their 1r10rk? 
Have the children improved in respecting tl1e rights and 
thoughts of others?" 
1/ ·lildred A. Dm-1son, op . cit., p. 311. 
2/Arthur S. Green, on . cit., p . 62. 
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1/ 
Dawson declares : "Evaluation concerns tvro quite different as;::>ects 
of language : content and form." She maintains that the forn may be 
mechanically evaluated by an analysis of the papers or by informal or 
standardized tests. The area of content is harder to appraise , but 
the author states: 
"Through consulting the language goals that have been set up , 
by observing the day by day speech and vl!'iting of the pupils and 
keeping individual, informal records of language behavior , and 
possibly by using a standardized language scale , she (the teacher) 
may check on the quality of their ideas and vocabulary usage, 
their organization of ideas, the clarity and consistency of 
their thinking and expression, and other intangible qualities of 
comnrunication. 11 
2/ 
Objective tests are an aid to evaluation. Dawson explains : 
"It is relatively eas;o,r to apply objective tests to the mechvnical 
aspects of vl!'itten language . Both standardized and teacher- made tests 
may be used for this purpose." In speaking of a test devised for the 
i-l!'iting of children in the upper grades , she says : 
"One such test utilizes simple techniques in determining 
a child 1 s ability to organize his thinking and Hri tten expression 
by asking the subject to make an orderly reorganization of a set 
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of topics given in scr~~bled order. Pupils can similarly be asked 
to draw justifiable inferences from general statements , to as-
se:nble each of a series of statements, to assemble each of a series 
of statements under the particular generalization it supports, to 
discriminate bet\·.reen facts and opinions , to underline the in-
formation pertinent to a specified statement, and to judge the 
relative value of a nu.rnber of sources of infornation." 
~hny tests ar~elpfully diagnostic for the Co~ission on the 
English Curriculu<u reveals : 
1/Nildred 1;.. Da1.mon , oo. cit., p. 302 • 
.2/Connnission on the English Curriculum, National Council of Teachers 
of English, Language Arts for Today1 s Children, Appleton- Century-
Crofts, Inc., Nevr York, 1954, p. LP6. 
11Sco1·es on such tests (standardized) , based on large repre-
sentative samples, help teachers and ad..··:J.inistrators keep the local 
situation in proper focus and assist in stabilizing t he shifting 
standards often noted from teacher to teacher and-from time to 
time in the same teacher." 
JJ 
Em-rever, Wrightstone , Justman and Robbins contend: "•• •• it is 
true that these objective tests do not measure certain of the aspects 
and interrelationships in 1-.rriting that may be obtained from the scoring y 
of a pupil essay, composition, or similar IITiting effort. 11 vJonnberger 
declares : 
"What is an obj ective Englis£1 examination: a mere gue ssing 
game between the teste r and the t aker , •••• 
Writing compositions should be fu..~ ; positivistic philosophy 
uhich confine s expression into too narrm·l channels promotes ex-
pressional sterility if i t doesn 1t f righten off young 1ITiters 
co::1pletely. The classroom nust ah.rays remain the laboratory, 
never the ~epair shop exclusively. 11 
There is a need for an objective mea..r:1s of measurins content in 
J! 
composition, however, since Greene feels, "Teachers t henselves are 
not too ~-:ell qualified to evaluate chi ldren ' s composi t ions," because 
of the 11high unreli abi l ity of all such subjective esti.L-nates 11 and t b.at. 
some t eachers are not enough ai.Jar e of many of the errors. 
Though hardly perfect, com~:)Osi tion scales are one of -~he most y 
ef'fective ways to measur e content obj ectively. Davrson declares : 
YJ. \-layne 1ilrightstone , Joseph Justm3l1, e..nd Irving Robbins , op. cit., 
P• 257. 
_g/Carl G. Vlon;J.berger, "Judging Compositions - Hs.chine Hethod," English 
Journal (November , 1955), 44:474-475. 
J/Harry A. Greene, op. cit., pp . 19- 20. 
,l/H.ildred A. Dm·rson, op . cit., p . 311. 
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11Al though several langua:;e scales are on the market and some 
of them discriminate between content and form, teachers have found 
their use tin1e-consu:,ung and m1kard until after they have had con-
siderable experience in their use and have thereby gained facility 
and a considerable degree of objectivity in applying the scales." 
One of the most co~~on forms of composition scale is the type of 
1.1 
Hhich Saucier spea..lcs : 
"A series of paragraphs , graded according to their quality, 
are printed on a large sheet. The paragraph or composition to 
be graded is slid along the scale until it corresponds in 
quality to a paragraph. The grade of this paragra"_Ph becomes the 
grade of the parat;-raph ~ composition that is being evaluated. 11 
Tidy.~an and Butterfield describe a scale of this type using 
letters: 
"It is well in letter trriting to make a judicious selec-
tion of s~~ples representing less than satisfactory, satis-
factory, and better than satisfactory vrork. These can be ar-
ranged in the form of a crude scale , from low to high or from 
high to low. The scale •••• gives a means of evaluation which 
is as objective as is practicable . The scaling should e .. phasize 
content, with minimum standards of acceptability in mechanics 
set as a must. " 
Using this sar:J.e method, Hillegas said of bis scale : "The 
scale is co1nposed of s&'llple English co::-11positions , the qualities of 
which have been determined by more than foux h~~dred competent judges .••• 
Judges are influenced both by form and by content . 11 Greene, Jorgensen, 
~:;;/ 
and Gerberich state : 
ij~J. A. Saucier, oo. cit., p . 24(1. 
g/Willard '. ''id;yman and H ... 'U'gueri te Butterfield, op . cit., p. 161. 
.2/Hilo B. Hillegas, A Scale for the }l.easurement of Quality in English 
Com,_nosi tion by Young People , '.i'eachers College , ColUt~bia University, 
Nm·l York , 1913, p . 13. 
!:J:/Harry A. Greene, Albert H. Jorgensen, and J . 1:C.Uymond Gerberici1, 
oo . cit., p . 365 . 
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''The Willing Scale for l,ieasuring Written Comoosi ti on is made 
up of eight specimens of composition all 'Vl!'itten on the subject, 
11An Excitint; Experience . 11 Through t he definite recognition of 
the relation of form errors to the general qu.alit y of 1..r.ritten 
work this scale :L'1creases its usefulness . 11 y 
1'-lrightstone , Justman and Robbins recollli"llend :-
11 
•••• a compromise bet\..reen t he detailed analytic rating scale 
method a'1d t he overall general llnpression method. In t~is com-
promise , before the teacher rates t he co.IJlposition on the basis of 
overall in~ression, he defines the main f actors that are to be 
kept i n mind in forming this L11.pression . 11 
2) 
Nye made t his compromise 1-men he developed his Scorer ' s Guide . 
II • ' t ( ) t ' t l . d • . ~ ' • • 
•••• :t.n ~ \·Jere per ~nen cone us~ons a..'1 op~n~ons rou.."la J.n prev~ous 
research ll to malce it "broadly aoulicable to all kinds of expository 21 -. -
'Vl!'iting . 11 In his. Findings and Conclusions he reveals : 11 •••• that 
in t he opinion of teachers the Scorer ' s Guide inc ludes the most 
important factors that make up composition merit . 11 He also found , 
however : HA slight najority decided that t he Scorer ' s Guide 'VTOuld be 
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a help to beginning teachers, but a very si:::;nifica.nt proportion indicated 
that , as experienced teachers , they had not found it helpful. 11 
!J 
Anderson and her associates c onstructed a Scale for Evaluation 
of Creative Hriting i-Jhich t hey describe : 
"The four categories of the scale , originality, vocabulary, 
organization, and elaborative uri ting, '\·Jere determined from t .e 
review of t he literature on creative writing a.'1d t he ideas of the 
Jj J . Hayne Hrightstone , Joseph Justman, and Irving Robbins , op . cit., 
p . 258 . 
2/George P. l\Iye , A Guide for the Scoring of Essays of High School 
Students, Unpublished :laster ' s Thesis , Boston Universit:r, 194.8 , p . lL1-• 
.2!Ibid., P9 • 21- 22. 
k/Eleanor ~nderson , eta~ ., Construction and Evaluation of a Scale for 
Creative 1rlriting, Unpublished ]:laster ' s Thesis , Boston University, 1957, p . 61. 
group ;. ••• Each category \.Jas defined a!'ld t ~:en , on a four point 
scale fro.'OJ. 3 to 0, which corresponds to the general terms 
excellent, good, fair , and poor , it i-Tas further redefined in 
order to facilitate the selection of compositions of different 
Horth. lmy composition to be judged 1t10uld be comparable to one 
of the four arbi trar::r standvs of each category. 11 
.Anderson and her colleagues ' conclusions were more positive 
tha11 Nye 1 s for they found : 
11The raters, as teachers, vrere definitely more analytical 
in creative vrriting evaluation bece.use the scale forced then to 
evaluate particular qualities and not general merit . 
Even though the statistical evidence sh01.rs the scale lacks 
complete objectivity for research purposes , the teachers who 
became farniliar ·Hi th the scale through constant personal use 
found that it helped in the evaluation of creative •rrit:lng by 
focusing attention on definite qualities and t hereby 1-ras a useful 
diagnostic tool . 
The scale -v1as not too time- consuming to be of practical 
value . Rather , once a teacher -vms able to use tho scale she 
could r:take quicKer and ::1ore reliable judgnents." 




PLAN AND PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY 
11m hundred and ten boys and girls in six sixth grade classes and 
two fifth grade classes porticipated in the study. Absenteeism made 
it necessary to establish a criterion on which to base selection of 
data for analysis. It \vas decided to require performance of the pre-
test and lesson 4 in each series. In addition attendance during at 
least 75% of the time was deemed essential. No attempt was ~de to 
ma~e up lessons missed. 
Designed to last five weeks, the lessons took six weeks to com-
plete, due to unavoidable scheduling delays in some classes. Five 
11 
series of lessons, each of \..rhich included a pre- test and four daily 
lessons, were constructed and taught. They dealt 1-rith the writing of : 
1. Directions 
2. Advertisements 
3. Friendly letters 
4. Autobiography 
5. Descriptions 
Each series of lesson, \·Tith the exception of Series 4, Autobiography, 
was patterned as fol l o"YTs : 
!/complete lessons are in the Appendix. 
Pre-test: Each child Hrites an original composition in the form 
of the series subject, t he topic for ,.Jbich is given. 
For example , in Series 1, Lesson 1, he is asked to ~~ite 
directions for ma}±ng a snomaan for use by someone who 
has never made one. 
Lesson 1: Class analyzes and discusses mimeographed sa::ples of 
series subject. 
Lesson 2: Presented with an imagin~J situation, the class dis-
cusses it and suggests a list of items suitable for 
use in meeting it, prior to individual \o~iting or 
writing in pairs. 
Lesson 3: The use of a mimeographed list of random ideas from 
which items are selected or rejected precedes writing 
in pairs. In \vriting, pairs are not limited to items 
appearing on the list. 
Lesson 4: As in the pr test, each child writes an original com-
position in the form of the series mlbject. For example, 
in Series 1 , Lesson 4, he is asked to viri te directions 
for perfonQing a simple , familiar task, these directions 
to be used by someone Hho has never performed it. 
The series of lessons on autobiography did not appear to lend them-
selves to the above treatment. Instead they took the form of •~iting 
about certain episodes and interests representing separate chapters in 
each child 1 s autobiography. It \-laS thought that the break in the pre-
vious pattern of lesson sequence thus afforded vmuld be a vrelcome one, 
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for both c ildren and teachers . 
No lesson took more than thirty minutes to teach and execute . Shar-
ing of results frequently added ten rxinutes to the lesson ' s duration. 
The results of pretests and lessons four in each series ·Here kept 
by the teacher for evaluation . Intervening lesson results were looked 
over and either destroyed or returned, unmarked, to the writers. 
All necessary directions for teaching each lesson arc included with-
in each lesson. Sa: ples of m:i.! eographed sheets given each child vrhen 
a lesson called for them, are included at t he end of the lesson in 
\-lhich they vrere used. 
To evaluate the pre- test and lesson 4 of each of the five series, 
1/ 
a scale constructed in the thesis vrritten by Anderson et al~ was used. 
The scale is divided into four categories : Orieinality, Vocabulary, 
Organization, and Elaborative Writing. Each category is divided into 
four subcategories; the scores of 1.Jhich are scaled from .3 to 0 . In 
the thesis three different. scales were experimented with and revised 
until the t hird and final scale vms arrived at vrhere each of the seven 
scorers on everJ co position did not vary on the subcategories more 
than t1..ro points and in many cases one point. 
In using this l ast scale, it was decided to orait the scoring of 
Elaborative Writing since the patterns did not stress this quality. 
The three scorers in this present l...rriting also arrived at the point 
where they did not vary more than one or two points in each of the sub-
categories. 
!/ AiiC!ers on etl a:I. scal e is found in the APpendix. 
CHAPTER I V 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
It was the purpose of this study to construct a series of exercises 
designed to improve vTriting ability in the follo11ing specific areas : 
1. Directions 
2. Advertisements 
3. Friendly letters 
4. Autobiography 
5. Descriptions 
The exercises Here tried with seventy sixth grade children in t1.ro 
different towns and vlith forty- five fifth grade children in tv10 ·class-
rooms in a t hird tmm. 
The data \•Jere analyzed to determine l-rhether there vras an increase 
in score after the children had experienced the vrork prepe.red. Each 
grade was analyzed separately. The sixth grade data are presented 














An exa--:rination of the above table shoHs th?-t LYJ. terms of chronolog-
i cal age and intel~igence the sixth erade is an average group . 
TABLE II 
A COHPARISON OF lEAH SCORES FOR P ""TEST AND LESSON 4 - WRITING DIRECTIONS 
- GRADE VI 
NO. TYPE NEA.N S. D. S. E. OF H. DIF. S. E. DIFF. C. R. 
70 Pre-test 5. 24 1. 92 . 231 
1. 30 . 308 
70 Lesson 4 6. 54 1. 71 . 205 
The difference of 1. 30 yields a critical ratio of 4. 22 vThich is 
statistically significant and indicates that the material produced 
definite i..rnprovement in ,,rri ting directions. 
TABLE III 
A COUP ARISON OF HEAN SCORES FOR PRE-TEST AHD LESSON 4 - WRITllfG 
ADVERTISEHENTS - GRADE VI 
NO.. TYPE 
70 Pre-test 
70 Lesson 4 
MEAN S. D. 
4-93 1. 78 
6. 54 1. 53 
S. E. OF H. DIFF. S.E. DIFF. C.R. 
. 214 
. 184 
1. 61 . 282 5 •. 70 
An exanination of the above table reveals a critical ratio of 
5.70 which is statistically significant and indicates improvement in 
the children 1 s \.rriting. 
TABLE IV 
A CONPP.RISON OF 11EAI SCORES l"OR PRE-TEST AND L3SSON 4 - WRITING 
LETTERS - · GRADE VI 
NO. TYPE NEAN S. D. 
70 Pre- test 4. 56 1. 55 
70 Lesson 4 6. 27 1. 36 
S ... OF N. DIFF. S. E. DIFF.. C.R. 
. 186 
.163 
1.71 . 247 6.92 
The critical ratio of 6. 92 is statistically significant and sho-vrs 
~orovement in the group 's letter writing ability. 
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TABLE V 
A COMPARISON OF MEAN SCORES FOR PRE-TEST lUID LESSON 4 - AUTOBIOGRAPHY-
GRADE VI 
NO. TYPE MEAN S. D. S. E. OF M. DIFF. S. E • . DIFF. C.R. 
70 
70 
Pre- test 5. 48 1. 88 
Lesson 4 6. 42 1. 62 
. 226 
.194 
. 94 . 297. 
The difference of ~94 yields a critical ratio of 3. 16 which is 
statistically significant indicating that the pattern used produced 
definite improvement in autobiographical writing. 
TABLE VI 
A COHP .liRISON OF HEAN SCORES FOR P TEsr AND LESSON 4 - WRITING 
DESCRIPTIONS - GRADE VI 
NO. TYPE HEAN S. D. S. E. OF M. DIFF. S. E. DIFF~ C.R. 
70 
70 
Pre- test 5. 21 1 . 87 
Lesson 4 6. 88 1. 78 
. 225 
. 214 
1. 67 . 311 5. 37 
The above table reveals a critical ratio of 5. 37, representing a 
statistically significant gain in descriptive writing ability between 
pre-test and Lesson 4. 
Tables seven through twelve present the data for Grade Five. 
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c.A. 
I . Q. 
TABLE VII 











An exac"'llnation of the above table shoi·Ts that in terms of chronolog-
i cal age the fifth grade population is average . The intelligence 
quotient is slightly better than the norm. 
TABLE VIII 
A COHPARISON OF HEAN SCORES FOR P TEST 1\ .• ND LESSON 4 - WRITING 
DIRECTIONS - GRfl.DE V 
NO. TYPE HEAN S ,..D. S. E. OF 1-1.. DIFF. S .. E .. DIFF. C .. R .. 
45 
45 
Pre- test 4 •. 13- 1. 81 




The difference of . 87 yields a critical ratio of 2~14 wnich is not. 
statistically significant at the one percent level., 
TABLE IX 
A COHP RISON OF 1:-iEAN SCORES FOR PRE-1'EST AND LESSON 4 - vJRITING 
ADVERTISEHENTS - - GRADE V 







Pre- test 4. 31 1. 72 
Lesson 4 4. 96 1. 65 
. 259 
. 65 . J58 
The critical ratio of 1. 81 is not statistically significant. 
TABLE X 
1. 81 
A CONPARISON OF HEAN SCORES FOR PRE-TEST AND LESSON 4 - WRITING 
LEITERS - - GRADE V 
TYPE HEliN S. D. S. E., OF H. )]IFF;. S. E. DIFF, c .~ 
Pre- test 4. 22 1. 42 . 214 
1.,29 . 292 4.,42 
Lesson 4 5. 51 1 . 3.L,. . 202 
The difference of 1. 29 yields a critical ratio of 4 •. 42 which is 
statistically significa..r:tt and indicates in.provement as a result of the 
lessons on letter ~~iting. 
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TABLE XI 
A COHPARISON OF NEAl.~ SCORES FOR P TEST fl.ND LESSON 4 -AUTOBIOGRAPHY -
GRA1JE V 
NO. TYPE MEAN S. D. S. E. OF M. DIFF. S • DIFF. C.R. 
45 
45 
Pre-test 4. 98 1. 29 
Lesson 4 5. 07 1. 47 
. 194 
. 221 
. 09 . 293 . 307 
The criti cal r~tio . 307 is not statistically significent and in-
dicates that t he children are \f.ri ting aLmost exactly the smne as they 
were before instruction. 
TABLE XII 
A CONP ARISON OF HEAN SCORES FOR P TEST AND LESSON 4 - vJRITING 
DESCRIPTIONS - GRADE V 
NO. TYPE HEI! S. D. S ~E. OF M. DIFF. S. E. DIFF. C. R. 
45 Pre-test 4. 93 1. 83 .-276 
45 Lesson 4 6.,44 1. 71 • 257 
1. 51 . 376 
The difference of 1. 51 yields a critical r atio of 4. 01 which is 
statistically significant 8-l'ld shovrs definit e improvement as a r esult 
of t he lessons on writing descriptions. 
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CHAPTER V: 
SUNMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A series of five exercises designed to improve \~iting ability 
were prepared and tried out on a fifth and sixth gr ade population. The 
following conclusions are presented for grade six: 
1 . The critical ratio of 4'. 22 vias statistically significe.nt and' 
indicates definite improvement in written directions. 
2. There \vas a definite improvement in ability to 1~ite advertise-
ments as indicated by critical ratio of 5. 70 wlrich is statistically 
significant. 
3. The ability to write letters shmred an ilnprovement which vias 
statistically significant as indicated by critical ratio 6. 92. 
4. The critical ratio 3. 16 vmich is statistically significant 
indicates marked improvement in ability to write autobiographies. 
5. The c)1ildren shoHed definite improvement in ability to write 
descriptive material as indicated b:r critical r atio 5 • .37 which is 
statistically significa11t. 
Every exercise i..ras successful vJi th the sh .. rth grade population, 
and every type of material taught showed statistically signific~nt 
gains. 
The conclusions for grade five are as f ollmvs: 
1 . The critical ratio 2 •. 14 though not statistically significant. 
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at_ the one per cent level does shm.,r some gain in ability to 1vrite 
directions and 1-10uld be significant at the five percent level. 
2. Critical ratio 1. 81 is not statistically significant and 
indicates little change in ability to write advertisements. 
3. The critical r a tio 4.42 is statistically significant and 
indicates i.'llprovement in the ability to 1vrite letters. 
4. After completing the lessons on autobiogra?hies the gaLn was 
. 09 in ra1·1 score and yields a critical ratio of . 307 1·Thich indicates 
no improve ent. 
5. T'ne critical ratio 4. 01 1-1hich is statistically significant is 
indicative of definite i:nprovement in ability to 1vri te descriptions. 
t the fifth grade level the children did not res?ond as well 
to the exercises and in only two instances, namely, letters and 
descriptions did they eet the criterion of significence established 
f or this study. 
The '1-rriters feel that the material vTaS better suited to meet the 
interests of sixth gr o.de children a.nd 1.rould mn!.-<:e some cha...'lges in 
types of lessons and tine allotments for the fifth grade level. 
Limitation. -- The use of the Anderson scale to rate the material 
for this study proved to be inadequate for the '\ITi ting of advertise-
ments and directions. In both of the above instances the creative 
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.APPENDICES 
SERIES I - DIRECTIONS 
Pretest 
Ho>r nany of you have ever made a snovrman? Ju.st as I thought, 
almost everJ one of you . I ex;:0ect you 1 ve made all different 
shapes and sizes, and that some have lasted for days a.11d others 
.u.elted before the next morning . Of course there are children in 
other cmmtries and even right here in the United States· vfno have 
never even seen a snovr.:nan. lfuy is that? 
Let 1 s imagine this morning that vie want to tell one of these 
children hoH to make a snovn:nan. Using pencil, plec>.se put your 
name and the date at the top of your paper . Then write dovm 
exactly hoitl to make a snovJTil.an for someone who has never done it 
before . You have twenty minutes in which to work. 
Lesson 1 
Girls and boys , 1-1hy do we need to learn hoH to vrrite? \.Jhy 
isn ' t learning hmr to talk good enough? (Allovr for some discussion, 
then sttumarize:) 
You 1re quite right . 1.Jhen itle can ' t speak to a person directly, 
we have to write our message dm.m, and itJe have to make ver-<J sure 
that these written- doitm words spea.~ very clearly for us -that 
they say to the other person just what vre mean tha-n to say. 
I am going to give each of you a mimeographed sheet . At the 
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top is described an imaginary situation, one in ,.,hich you might 
easily find yourself . Thbtlc about this-situation as I read it 
cloud. (READS~ ) 
Tony and Carl met at suJ:L-ner ca;.-n.p . Now Carl is coming to stay 
over night at Tony' s house . He plans to take the bus to Green-
field Center and 1-mlk from there to Tony1 s . He has never been in 
Greenfield before and has asked Tony to i.Jri te him directions for 
finding his vlay . 
(Teacher asks a reliable reader to read. aloud the first set of 
directions on the mimeographed sheet :) 
Indians used to live in Greenfield. NovJ it is a big tmm of 
about 20, 000 people . It has lots of streets and stores and one 
novie theater. Hy house is sort of at one end of the tovm, about 
a ,·:ilc from the center, but not too far from Washington Street . 
It is big and yellovT. I hope you ca.r"l find it . 
Let 1 s suppose ever-.;rthing here is true . Take your pencils and 
to~ethor ue 111 cross out any information in the first set of 
directions that 1t1ould not help Carl as he stepped do1-m from the 
bus in Greenf'ield Center. t.Jho can tell me the first thing to cross 
out? 
(Continue in this manner until nothing survives in Set l . ~fuke 
clear that from Carl ' s Qoi nt of view, it is of no value .) 
Now we 111 read Set 2 out loud: (Another reliable reader) 
To find my house from Greenfield Center, follovl 1-lashington St . 
east, (down the hill ) for about half a mile . m1en you come to Pine 
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St. turn left on it and \-Talk about a quarter of a nile until 
Pine St . runs into Glen Road. Turn right on Glen Road and in 
two or three minutes you will be at our house , nuJnber 46. It is 
big and yellow ~~d is on the right-hQlld side of the road . You ' ll 
see my tree hut in the big maple tree in front of the house. 
Pretend you are Carl and that the 11*11 belo-vr the second set 
of directions on your paper is the bus stop at Greenfield Center. 
See if you can draw a simple map sho,dng your route to Tony' s 
house . (After they have tried this, have a volunteer put his map 
on the board, giving street names and distances . ) 
You can see that -vlith this second set of directions it Hould be 
easy to find your way. What do you suppose Tony would have to do 
to make sure he -v~rote down everything Carl \-Tould have to know? 
That ' s right . He -vrould have to put h:Lrnself in Carl 1 s place and 
think out, in the right order, v1hat Carl ought to do from the 
mo~ent he got off the ~Qs . 
Tomorrow I 'm going to ask you to put yourselves in the place 
of someone quite different fro~ the ordinary, everyday you. 
Lesson 2 
Have any of you ever gone out for dinner and been served some-
thing perfectly delicious to eat that you ' d never tasted before? 
(Allo\-T for a few comments . ) vJhen that happens to me I like to try 
to mru{e something like it at home and see if my family think it is 
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as good as I do . 
Po\·T Jim going to ask you to really use your imagination. 
Please :L.-nagine that travel bet1veen planets has become com.rnonpl ace . 
The people on :-Iars have been found to be very much li..J.;:e us , and 
you have a pen pal there . He has been studying :Sng],.ish and has 
overheard same travellers mention a delicious dessert called a 
11hot fudge sundae . " In his most recent letter to you he has asked 
that you tell h:L.-n how to make one . 
Let ' s think together t-Tbat things he Hould need to have on 
hand to put to ~ether this luscious treat . (Teacher lists all 
suggestions_ on the board as they are volunteered. The list 
might go s~-nething like t his : 
big scoop of vanilla ice cream 
three l arge spoonfuls of hot fudge sauce 




deep dish .) 
Put, yourself in your pen pal ' s place. He has never seen a 
hot fudge sundae . He has no idea what to do first . l~ite him as 
clear directions as you can for making one . You will have twen~y 
minutes in which to work . ~Jrite in pencil. (Teacher passes out 
paper. When the twenty minutes are gone the teacher ~dll ask to 
have some of the papers read· aloud; she will ask the class to listen 
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carefully and decide which one of those read would be the most . 
help to a novice sundae mru{er . ) 
Lessen 3 
('I'eacher passes out ~ imeographed sheets #2.) 
You each have before you a jumbled list of phrases . They 
are thoughts that might come into your head when you got home from 
school on a stormy afternoon. Let ' s read them over together . 
(Teacher reads aloud:) 
cold, dark day; I 1m hungry; marslr:tallows on the kitchen shelf; 
better toasted?; logs , kindling, matches; old nelJ'spapers do1m 
cellar; cheerful craclue of a fire; fire screen; chimney 
da.:nper open?; nothing to do until suppertime; fun to read in 
front of a fire . 
I 1 d like you to 1.·l0rk in pairs as you use this list . 
(Teacher di·vides class into pairs .) 
l ov.r , there are t\To ways in which this list of thoughts could 
be used. One -vray it could be used is to explain to your motb.er \.Jh;y 
you would like to have a fire in the fire place . Certain of the 
thoughts listed could be used in such an explanation. Another vray 
certain thoughts from the list could be used is to write clear 
directions for a younger brother , or sister, or friend , to use in 
laying a fire in the fireplace . 
I ' d like each pair to choose one of these two \.Jays , and then 
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use the next t1-1enty minutes to 1-1rite an expla11ation to an older 
person or simple direction to a younger person . Use whatever 
thoughts on the list suit your 1-Jri ting. Feel free to add any 
thoughts of your mm. 
It -vlill help you if you take time to put yourselves i n the 
places, of the older )erson or younger person for -vmom you are 
writing. 
Lesson 4 
Today, girls and boys, you are on your oun. T'nink of some-
thing you have often done , and then 1-1rite simple directions for 
doing it to be used by someone else who has never done it before . 
This 1-Jill be more fun if you yourself decide 1.rhat to write about, 
but if there is anyone in the class \.Jho is really unable to think 
of anything, after he 1 s tried for a i.Jhile , I may be able to suggest 
a topic . 
(Possible tooics are: 
Shining Your Shoes 
Haking Up Your Bed 
How to Fry an Egg 
How to Tie a Square Knot. 
How to Fill Your Fountain Pen · 
Setting the Table 
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l l '. . ' .. ' l I 
Cent"r t:tnd ·:ta.l\c- frr,"'l thc:re to 'lonyino He hns nevnr her>n ln 
GreFnf1')ld before and hn~ aAked Ton~, tl') writr-' h.trr dir-ect lons for 
Indtons llft,..rl t.o live 1n Gre'-'nfield., Now 1t is a big to:·m 
~!' nbO'lt 20~000 peor,le., It hn~ lot!t of ~trePt~ and store11 nn(l 
one ~ovJe theaterc ~y hnusc 1s Part of ot onP end of th~ to~n, 
lt. 1~ b1f' 'lnd yellov1. ! hope ynu cnn find ito 
Set ~ 
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:. o f1 nd r"Y hO'lSP from Gref'nfield Center, follow ·:.ash lneton St D 
em•t (clown tho hill) for abr.ut half a ,....1le.. :·;·hen yrm come to 
~ · !no St... turn left on 1 t and walk ebout n quartPr of a mlle until 
:-1ne .. tc- runs into Glen Road.. Turn rlfht on Glen Hoa.d a11d in two 
or threl'-) minutes you w111 be nt Ollr house, mu.mber 46. It 1l\ big 
and yellow and is on the rir;ht hand Ride of the road. 'iou•u ser-
my t.r"'r· hut 'n the big ~~nlo tree 1n front of th~ ho1lL'!~"'c 
/ 
.. . 
'l l d :w n~ p ."1 ;.H? ~· ~ ::1 0 ~'In C ~ 1 1 .... i' 
ch0Arr.1 crno~le of n fire 
f~ rf~ ~crrr-n 
cn1mneJ dR~rPr o~0n1 
\ .. 
n)th~nz? to ·1o •mtU ~lH' er t1r".e 
f 1n to rcn(! in f'.":'' nt of r1 f:t :ra 
' . 
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S:.::R.I:SS 2 - ADVER'"'IS::liEi.JTS 
Pretest 
Supposing your dog nad puppies or your cat had kittens , and 
your ;;10th.er said you couldn 1 t l:eep the1:1. What would you do 
(Call on several ·children until you get the idea to adv-ertise . ) 
One of the best ways to find a good home for pets is to 
adv-ertise in the newspaper. Iany people ·Hho really 1-rant them ,.,ill 
be readin: the ads and may be willing to give them a good home . 
(Teacher passes out paper . ) 
Let us suppose that vie have a pet to sell. It doesn 1 t have 
to be a cat or dos . Make up a good ad so that people will be 
interested in buying it . 
Lesson l 
The teacher passes out the follmdng mir.1eographed advertise-
ments : 
A. Lost: black and 1-rhite s::->aniel puppy, in region of 
vlashington and Vernon Streets , Honday afternoon, rm·Tard, 
GL5=56J4 • 
.a. Lost : dog na."'lled Sparky, near o1.mer 1 s ho:ne , last vreek , call 
between 8 and 9. 
Girls and boys , I vrould liKe you to read the t-v10 ite:1s on 
this paper carefully because in a few moments , I ru goli1g to ask 
you Hhich is the better item and ·Hhy. (.:'eacher waits until the 
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majority of the class has had time to read the ads .) \·lhich ad 
is more likely to help get the puppy back? 
"A" is right . Noi·l let us look at each item more closely to 
find out vrhy ad 11 11 is better than ad 11B11 • In describing the dog, 
what vmrds are used in A and 1..rhat words are used in B? (As the 
child ·the teacher calls upon reads , she 1..rrites the description of 
A in one column on tne blackboard and B in another . Continue 
comparing the rest of the ad i n this manner . ) 
vJhat ma'kes the items in Column A better than those in Col unm B? 
(Bl ack and 1vhite spaniel puppy is more descriptive than dog naned 
Sparky, in the region of \.J'ashington a11d Vernon Streets is more 
definite than nea.:r o1mer ' s home , Honday afternoon is :nore exact 
tha..'1 last week, and in A the phone number GL5- 5634 is given but in 
B only a vague time to call is given. ) 
NoH let ' s see if we can Hrite a good ad all together on the 
board . Hhat do you think we should -vrri te about? (The teacher 
calls on a fevr children for s~ggestions and finally selects a 
suitable t opic . ) 
Who is ready with the first few -vmrds? (Call on several 
children U..'1til the ad is completed . ) 
Lesson 2. 
Supposing you needed a nevr bicycle , but your father said you 
1..rould have to get part , of the raoney yourself . He helps you out by 
saying that if you can sell your old tricycle Hhich is just taking 
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up ' room in the garage, he ivill put i.YJ. the rest of the money. 
The first thing h'e would want to do is to put a For Sale 
advertisement in the newspaper . Let 1 s malze a list of all tne i terns 
vre might :.nention in the ad that would help to sell the tricycle . 
(The teacher calls on several children and 1.rrites the best 
suggestions on the board, e . g., practicall y new, 10 inch tricycle, 
original value $9, best offer, call GL5- 5634. 
·Jow that 1.;e have listed t he items of an ad to sell a tricycle, 
what else mic;ht vJe be able to sell t hrough an ad? (Call on a few 
children for suggestions . ) 
(Pass out paper . ) 
How you may 1.·rork in pairs using a suggestion mn.de by a 
classmate or one of your o-vm to i·r.cite a }"'or Sale ad yourselves . 
Lesson 3 
Boys ru1d girls , hoVT many of you have ever needed money for 
something and had a :1ard time getting it? (The children \.Jill raise 
their hands . ) 
J,.Jhat did you need money for? (The teacher calls on a feH 
children &'1d 1-1rites some of the most com1non reasons on the board.) 
Wnat are some of the ways you can earn money Hhen you need it? 
(Nore suggestions from the children - · helping around the house 
selling old toys , doing odd jobs for neighbors , etc . ) 
Supposing you decide to do odd jobs to earn eA~ra money; the 
first thing you might uant to do is advertise your services in the 
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paper . NoH I 1m going to pass out m:Lrn.eographed sheets on -which 
there is a list of items that you might or might not want to put 
in your ad. As you \·mrk in pairs , I \vould like you to pick out 
the best i tens a.'1d make uo an ad on the space provided on the sheet . 
(Teacher reads:) 
l . aged ll 
2. neat and pleasant person 
J. aabi t ious boy (or girl) 
4. call GL5- 56.34 
5. able to do any work 
6,. call at home 
7 . \r.Llling to do odd jobs afternoons and weekends 
Nov! that you have had ti.rn.e to finish t}:l.is exercise, let's go 
over our ads to rnake sure we have picked the best items. ('l.'he 
teacher reads the items she \·JOUld choose to use , items 1,2,4,7, and 
children check their papers to see if they agree.) 
What makes these items better than the others'? (Tl'le teacher 
calls on children until they arrive at the idea that the chosen 
items are more descriptive and specific.) 
Remember that \v~'len you 1 re Hri ting an advertisement of this 
sort, you :must put yourself in your prospective employer's place . 
Try to think of the qualifications in vlhich he might be interested. 
'l'urn your papers over, and you and your partner -...rrite an ad to 
fit yourselves, so that you may be able to earn money. You may 
decide on any type of vmrk so long as you are able to do it . 
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Lesson 4 
Holv many of you can think of some old t oy, or piece of sports 
equipment, you uon but really l1ave no use for'? I.Jhat can you think 
of? 
(Pass out paper . ) 
Hm-1, let ' s eac:1 of you urite an advertisement for soi;J.e such 
possession to be placed in the For Sale section of the paper . 
vlrite 11 For Sale " at t he top of your paper. 
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Sheet 3 (~er1es 2 - Le~son l) 
A. Lost 
Black and white span'l al puppy, in rr.tz:-T.on of Wa!lhineton and 
Vernon Sts., ~.~onday afternoon, revm:rd, GI.5-5634. 
B. Lost 
Dog named Sparky, near owner's home, la~t week, call between 
8 a.nd 9. 
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She~t 4 ( Serie ~ - Lesson 3) 
1. aged 11 
2. neat a.nd plcnsant person 
3. ambit1ous boy 
4, call nL5-56~14 
5. able to do a~y work 
6. call at hor.te 
'7. Vlill1ng to do odd jobs afternoons and weekends 
S.t... IES J - FrIENDLY LETTERS 
Pre- test 
One of ti1e pleasantest things I knoH of is to cor:1e i.1o:::1o after 
a long day at school, anci. see on the hall table a letter addressed 
to l}le in a fa . .tiliar hand-vrriting . Defore I open it I ' :rr happy 
because . y friend has taken the time to sit dotm and tell Lle \vhat 
he has been doing . If it is an interesting, \vell-written letter, 
I read it over several times. I feel as if my friend were ri;ht 
in the sane roo:::J. , talking ~oli th me . I a:n an."'Cious to a."1sHer his 
letter, to talk with hL~ . 
You are all familiar vrith the sort of letter I 1r:1 talking 
about - the kind that ' s the ::lost fun to read. On the sheet of 
paper being passed out to you, please 'Vrri te such a letter to one 
of your friends . Tell him Hhatever you think :1e 1 d like to hear 
about . 
Don 1 t forget your correct letter form . It is r;iven on the 
blackboard . 
Lesson l 
(H:Lrneographed sheet uith two letters on it is passed out to class.) 
On the sheet you have before you are two friendly letters . To 
begin with are they 1-1ritten iJ.:. correct foro? (P.evie~oT again three-
line heading, salutation, ar1d friendly endin,: . ) Read the letters 
over . Wnich one \-JOuld you rather receive if you i-!ere Lee? What 
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ma.lces the second one .Jlore interestin:;? 
(Accept all sensible oral ansHers , oeine sure to e:.1pnasize 
the follOio~ing : 
The second letter (1) has ;nore details 
(2) sonnds more like talking 
(3) ::ml:es an inte::::-estin ; story fron a 
s:aall ha,pening, e . g ., the l~itten 
and the violin 
(4) sounds as if the \,Titer enjoyed -vrri t -
ing a letter to you and really hoped 
for an D.t"lSHer . 
Does everything mentioned in t:1e interesting second letter 
have to do uith t:·1e present? No . It recalls so:::J.e things that 
happened last suJJ..aer , tells about sone thincs tho. t are halTpening 
right nOiv, and I·JOnders about sone things that mi c~ht ha)pen in the 
future . 1-fnat does it tell about that happened last SU.llrner? That ' s 
right , ri[ging the sail on ~he rowboat . vJhat docs it tell about 
that ' s happeninc just nou? SavinG for the sailfish, tbe neH 
kitten and hou it doesn ' t like violin r.msic , the roon at school 
beinG painted. M1at questions does it asl: to have a.ns1-1ered about 
the future? It asks about buildim; a neu lean- to a.11d sleeping out 
next su.l'J'Dler . 
All in all it ' s a letter I think you ' d feel like ansuerinG. 
In the ten minutes vre have left , I 1-1ant ;y-ou to mcl:c a list , on the 
other side of the letter sheet of all tho tlings you can think of 
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to tell in ansHering Jay ' s letter . 'rry to imagine things he ' d 
really be interested in hearing . 
Lesson 2 
Today , girls and boys, I ' m going to ask you to do some more 
i.~agining . It is the year 1850 ~ You have just travelled vrest 
vlith your farn.ily , first by flatboat , t hen by \·Iagon train to 
Sacramento , California, Hhere your father struc_( gold. Your new 
life is plenty exciting, but every no1-1 and then you are a little 
honesick for Springfield, Illinois• You decide to -vrri te a letter 
to your best friend back hone . So much has happened you can ' t 
tell everything. Instead you t:rJ to think of the one adventure 
or happening in Hhich your friend vrould be most interested and 
Hrite about that . 
First let ' s try to think, together, -v1hat sort of things 
might have happened on a covered Hagen trip west a hundred years 
ago . (The teacher Helcomes all suggestions and vrrites them on 
the board. If t hey are slow in coming she has in reserve : 
an attack by Indians-
a prairie fire 
a st~pede of buffaloes or a buffalo hun~ 
evenin,:~s around the campfire 
fording a svlift river 
finding gold 
school in a nell mining to\m 
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It will be more fun if, once again , He Hork in pairs . I'd 
like each pcir to choose one of the topics listed on the board 
and write about it-, just the Hay you ' d urite about it to your 
friend back home . Don ' t try to write the whole letter - just 
t his one part of it . You ' ll ur·ite better if you take a moment 
to put yourself in the place of your friend uho 1 s going to read 
1.rhat you have written. 
Lesson 3 
This is 11your life . 11 Imagine t hat these things happened in 
it recently . Let ' s read t hem over together . (Each child has his 
own list; teacher reads aloud:) 
Your eleventh birthday was last Saturday. 
Your gran~~other sent you a watch for a birthday present. 
You received a letter from a good friend who noved away 
last year. 
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'rher e has been Honderful slr..ating ever since Hevr Year ' s Day. 
Your class basketball team has uon four games and lost none . 
The girl next door is giving a costume party; you con 1 t 
decide \.rhat to \.rear . 
You have learned a ne\.r piece on the piano called "The 
SpinninG \{heel . 11 
Your class in school is working on a play about Abe 
Lincoln ' s bojnood. 
Your mother is lr.nittin:; your little sister a bright 
red S\-rea ter . 
Your father is building neu bunk beds for your room. 
You threw a snov;ba.ll at the light pole in front of your 
house and it missed and went ri;ht through the front 
hall window. 
Some of these things would interest your grandr:J.other to ·vrhom 
you vrant to say "thank you 11 for your vratch. Others you would be 
more likely to she.re vrl th a f r iend your mm age . 
Worki.."lG i.Yl pairs , decide first Hhich of these two letters 
you vJill write , the thank you letter to Gra...'1dmother, or the nevJSy 
letter to your friend . Then Hrite the letter . Use the list I have 
given you for ideas of \·That to vTrite about , but feel free to add 
anything else you vlould like . 
If you tal:e a noment to put yourself in the place of your 
grandmother , or of your friend, before you begin, I think you ' ll 
wTite a livelier letter . 
Lesson 4 
Perhaps you have a pen pal in another country. If you 
haven 1 t one , pretend thct you ~1ave . Choose a na..11e and a country 
and t~1ink what he might be like . Then vJrite him a. short friendly 
letter . If you have a hard time thin.l.cing of a nane or a country, 
here are some from \.J'hich you could choose . ( Teac~er uri tes on the 
board: 
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Switzerland •••••••••• Heidi or Hans 
i;ngland •••••••••••••• Nichael or Peggy 
Svmden Eric or Karen 
Russia I van or Tasha) 
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De ea:• Lee , 
Perhaps v,re w:l.ll be go:1ng to the l&ke agta:h'l this summer.. I 
don't know. 
I have a ld ttan., nruned Neptune, for a vet. 
I run taking v1oltn les~ons. 2-l"eptune doesn't like it when 
I practice. 
Things at school n.re ~:)ret ty 1nteresM.ne the~e day t:h 





15 'l'ip Top Hoad 
H1ghtown 6: Mass. 
Januax•y 16, 1959 
In answer to your letter, I certainly hope we will be going 
to the lake ageJn this July. Mother :~nd Dad WF<X'e talking about 
it laflt night at the euppe!' table. Remember the fun we had lttst 
summ~r with the a ail we r1gr~d up on your ro.wboat;'j J\11 our 
.family have been saving mon,. J, hoping to buy a If sailfish ;.r be.fo~:>e 
next summer. 
My bigr·e ~t news r-ie-)lt now is thG.t I hnve a kit ten fox• a pet., 
He 1 s ~oft nnd yellow nnd "tre:ry playful. He :ts named Neptune ai'tcw 
the planet. He doesn t t like 1 t at all when I prr·ct 1.ce my violin 
leRson,. Ye.:1terda:y he hid :i.n one of my r'Ubb:;;z- boot0 until it was 
ove.z•. 
Our room at school is baing pnintcd r:LUd so 'l"le hRve been 
moved into the library for the past weak. It~s a li~tle c~owded 
oo.t we havn lotfl to read if 1.11e gr:-t our worK done ahead of time. 
't.:hat ne·:'l things do you th:tnk l.':Fe could 
eurmnfl!' if ·wet :r·n both there the same time'? 
fu:rther up in the pi11e grove, do you think 
ns sleep out up t~herc'? 
do at th~., lal~e this 
If we bui 1 t a new le&n1 ..... to 
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The t.:ll"'l next dO():£" 1 s r ... t vine; F.. contume part ·~cl y-·1 c···~tt ( '-"' ... l) '- :..: ,: ,4. I 
You have lea:t•ned a ncv: piece on tho p1 nn.o culled H'l'h~; 1~p·1 m·"ine ·;,!}).eel'' 
Your class at school is work1ng on a play about Abe LJncoln 1 s 
boyhood 
Your mother iR knitting your 11 ttle sister a b1•tght ownatet• 
tou1• father is building ne1..v bunk bedR for yo,,r room 
Yon thr~'~'l a rmo•;'lbaJ J nt the lirhtpole in front. of yonr h011~e and 
it rnis:::ed and '!iEmt l""'ie;ht throu~)l the front hall ;·d.ndo:v 
S~tiES 4 - Au~OBIOGRAPHIES 
Pre- test 
Everyone enjoys talking about himself •••• girls and boys 
are no exception. It is fun to relive an exciting experience , 
or an nnusually happy day. 
On the paper I'm passing out to you 1 1 d like you to do this· 
in iorriting. Think of one very hap!)y day or exciting experience 
in your early lives , one that is clear in your mind, and tell 
about it . When you begin to Hrite , tell your story in such a 
way that you can share your fun and excitement with your class-
mates . Remember to write about just one experience . 
(Save time to read some of these aloud. ) 
Lesson 1 
We enjoyed hearing about so~e of our friends ' eX)eriences 
yesterday. Hhy do you suppose autobiographies are interesting 
and sometLmes exciting? 
(Accept all sensible class reasons, being sure the follovTing 
poi nt is made: the topic is well knolm. to the writer; he needs to 
do no research before starting to 1>Irite. He is \-r.citing about the 
actual experiences of the person he knows best . ) 
Let ' s divide the autobiographies He are going to ,.,rite into 
four chapters or paragraphs : 
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1. Facts about my early life 
2. Hy pre-school days 
3. Early school days 
11- . 1-!y present interests 
That ought to bring us about up to date . Who can think of a 
good beginning sentence for Chapter I? 
are : 
(Possibilities if fe"'.T or none are forthcoming from children 
l·iy brother was getting ready to have his birthday party 
on October 20th . Hother \vas planning for the arrival of a 
new baby in mid-Hovember . Ho"'.mver , I made an unex.)ectedly 
early arrival on the day of the p2xty. 
or 
At midnight , as a terrific crash of thunder vias heard, 
the nurse said to my father, "It ' s a boyl 11 ) 
(Teacher passes out paper and children v~ite a paragraph 
entitled ::y First Day. 'l'eacher suggests the: include time, place, 
and anything else about it that see:ns interesting, h't..lr.lorous , or 
unusual . This should be a short paragraph. Prior to each lesson 
in the series these questions written on the board should be 
discussed: 
l. Does the beginning sentence state the idea? 
2. Does the paragraph tell enough 
3. Do the sentences develop the idea in sequence? 
4· Is there a variety of beginning vlOrds? 
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5. Does the last sentence really finish the idea?) 
Lesson 2 
This morning we are going to Hrite Chapter II of our 
auto biographies . It 1 s title ,.,ill be My Pre-School Life . 
Please thinJ: of one colorful experience that happened to you 
before you entered school . If you c&~ ' t actually remember its 
happening, you can undoubtedly remember your mother or father 
telling you about it . 
Don ' t write about a lot of different things that happened to 
you •••• just one incident , or day. 
Hl10 can think of a good beginning sentence for the paragraph 
he 1 s going to "Y:ri te? 
(Teacher may suggest : 
A day I can never forget '\·Jas the day Hhen •••• 
The happiest day I can remember •••• 
'l'he ·Horst day I can remember •••• ) 
Just about the most important thing for you to remember as 
you '\.Jri te Chapter II is that you are writing for others to read 
and if Hhat you set down doesn ' t prove interestin -:; , they Hon ' t 
bother to read it . 
Lesson 3 
He have '\.Jritten about our birth and about our pre- school days. 
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We novl come to t he all- important school days Hhich 1.rill form . 
Chapter III of our Autobiographi es . 
(Teacher t-lill list t he follNling provocative beginning 
sentences on the board, after class ha s made some suggestions on 
this matter: 
Finally the day came when my mother took me t o school 
for the first tliue •••• 
or 
School days were never dull , but one da3i \·las particularly 
interesting because •••• ) 
You vrant t o tr<J to tell enough for t he readers to get a clear 
i dea, or picture . Be sure it 1 s so..11 ething you yourself 1wuld find 
interesting. 
Lesson 4 
(This fourth paragraph is to be vrritten with no help from the 
teacher. The assie;nment i s to '1-rrite about current interests, chief 
interests inside and outside school . Therefor e , t he teacher says 
prior to Lesson 4: ) 
Today you are to vrrite the fourth and last chapter of our 
Autobiogr aphies . This one vlill be about current . interests. - t he 
things t hat most interest you inside and outside sc hool. Be sure 
to vrrite about t he t hings that interest you in such a 1·TaY that you 
uill s hare your interest and fun with t hose \.Jho read your story. 
Think of it -- t he story of your own l ife . 
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SERIES 5 - DESCRIPTIONS 
Pre- test 
:.fost of us have one certain favorite pla.ce where nost of all 
vre like to be , or where \Y'e most like to visit . For some it is the 
kitchen, or our own room a t home; for others it is the swa~er 
ca.-np or cottage where we have spent vacations . Perhaps you have 
a South Sea island \vhere you often go in your imagination. 
Wherever it is - actual or imagina.:r:· - I 1-rant you to spend the 
next t1venty minutes describing it for me . Hake your description 
just as r eal as you can. 
Lesson 1 
Books we enjoy and v1ant to read :nore than once generally tel~ 
things in such a v1ay that we feel as if 1-1e 1vere right there , as if 
we 1-1ere a part of the story. VIe see, hear , feel , even smell and 
taste the same things that the characters in the sto~J do . 
On the sheet being passed out to you are three descriptions 
taken from a book that can be read over and over Hith enjoyment . 
It is about a pig named Wilbur, and about a spider named Charlotte , 
who saved his life . Wno here has that book and 1cno\.JS its title? 
That ' s right, Charlotte ' s Web by E. B. White . 
The first passage describes a place , Zucke~an ' s barn, where 
Charlotte and \vilbur lived. Let ' s read it together . (Teacher reads : ) 
The barn 1-ras ver-J large . 
hay and it snelled of manure . 
It was very old. It 5:'1elled of 
It ~~elled of the perspiration 
of tired horses and ·che Honderful sv1ect breath of patient 
cm.,rs . It often had a sort of peaceful smell - as if nothing 
bad could ha_:Jpen ever again in the 1-.rorld. It smelled of 
grain and of harness dressing and of aY~e grease and of 
rubber boots and of new rope . And I.Jhenever the cat Has 
given a fish- head to eat, the barn would Siuell of fish . But 
mostly it s .. elled of hay, for there was ah;ays ha? in the 
great loft up overhead. And there \.Jas ah1ays hay being 
pitched dmm to the co1-1s and the horses and the sheep . 
For wiich one of our senses is :.Jr . \·Jhite vl!'iting here? Our 
sense of sight? Of hearing? Of touch? Of taste? Of smell? 
Let ' s list the different ~ells he tells about on t he board. 
(Children pick them fro, the passage . Teacher 'V.TI'ites . ) How many 
of you have ever been in a big old barn 'VThere there were ani1neJ. s 
and a hay loft? Is this a good description of how it snelled? 
The second passage on your sheet tells of a tLme of year -
summer days - on the farra . As I read it, notice 1-.rhat pictures you 
see , 1-1hat sounds you hear, 'VThat thin~:;s you feel and taste , and 1.,rhat 
words Hr . White uses to describe t hem. 
Around the first of July, the 'VTork horses \.Jere hitched 
to the mowing machine and 11r. Zuckerman climbed into t he 
seat and drove into the field . All morning you could hear · 
the rattle of the machine as it went round and round, w~ile 
the tall grass fell down behind the cutter bar in long green 
swathes. Next day if there was no thunder shower , all hands 
would help rake and pitch and load, and the hay Hould be hauled 
to the barn in the high hay wagon, with Fern and Avery riding 
at the top of the load . Then the hay would be hoisted, SHeet 
and warm, into t :1e biG loft , until the uhole barn seemed like 
a \·mnderful bed of timothy and clover. It uas fine to jump 
in, and perfect to hide in . Sometimes Avery i.JOUld find a 
little grass sncl:e in the hay to add to the other t hings in 
his pocket •••• In the early suillller there are plenty of things 
for a c~1ild to eat and drink and suck and- chevT. Dandelion 
stems are full of :-:rllk , clover heads are loaded Hith nectar, 
t~1e Frigidaire is full of ice cold drin.l{s . 
Wnat pictures did you see (e . g., .:r . Zucker:nan climbing into 
the oi.Jint; machine seat, long green svrathes of grass falling behind 
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the cutter, the children ridin::; on too of the hay, t:1e little 
grass snake) 
What did you hear? (e . g., the rattle of the machine) 
vlhat did you feel? (e . g., the wamth of the hay) 
H01-.r did the author tell you t:10 hay is soft'? (Comps.res it to 
a bed) 
What things did :.rou taste? Eat? Suck? Chew? (do.ndelion 
milk, clover honey, cold drinks) 
What did you smell? ( t:1e fragra."lce of the hay) 
In the third description these happy summer days are ending. 
(Teacher reads : ) 
':rhe crickets sang in the grasses . Tnoy sang the song of 
su.'nmers endin._:-, a sad ::nonotonous song . 11 Su.""1111er is over and 
gone , 11 they sang. "Over and gone , over a.."ld gone . Su.'TI!ller is 
dying, dying. 11 
T'ne crickets felt it 11as their duty to 11arn everybody 
that su.~aer-time cannot last forever . Even on the most 
beautiful days of the. 11i'lole year - the days vlnen s1nn.'Uer is 
changing into fall - the crickets S'Jread the ru.rnor of sadness 
and chanee . 
~verybody heard the song of the crickets . AverJ heard 
it as he waL'>ced the dusty roac . rte kne11 th<:t school vmuld 
soon begin again . Ti1e young geese heard it and k"lm.r they 
vrould never be goslings again . Charlotte heard it and J~eH 
that she haCL.'1 1 t much ti.Cle left . Ars . Zucl:er:"k-m at 11ork in 
the kitchen heard -che cric!:ets and a sadness ca.':le over her, too . 
11Another sw~'Uer Gone , 11 she sighed. Lurvy, at work building 
a crate for Hilbur, heard the song and lme1.r it Has ti.'ne to dig 
potatoes . 
"Su.m..-:J.er is over and gone , "repeated tho crickets . 11Hm.r 
many nishts till frost? " sang the crickets . "Goodbye , summer, 
goodbye , goodbye !" 
Hm.r does the author make us feel the sadness of the cricket 1 s 
sons;? (Teacher accepts all reasonable ans\Jers , being Sltre that 
(1) the idea of an often repeated refrain such as "over and gone , 
over and gone 11 can sustain a certain mood and (2) the device of 
telli..11g ho;..J the s&"'lle sound affects different people hearing it 
is &"lather uay of describing i t . ) 
What colors co:ne to your mind as you read this passage? 
From 1.-rllat we 've read and talked about t oday , I think you can 
see that we are eager to describe so:nething so clearly that the 
person to \·Thom 1-1e 1 re describing it can be there too ; we have to 
use details and words that really paint pictures, :n.ake sounds 
heard, snells S!Jlelled, tastes tasted, feelin r;s felt . Easy ;..rords 
like "beautiful " or 11interesting 11 or 11nice 11 ce.n 1 t do the job. 
Tomorrow \·Te 1 re goin;; to try to describe clearly a place and 
time 1o1e all know Hell . 
Lesson 2 
Lrnagine you ' ve just come in the house fro::-1 go ing to the 
-hanksgiving Day football gar.1e . Your team Hon, but it ;..ms cold 
out there in t he stands . All your cousli1s are coming for dinner 
ru1d your mother and your aunt have been at home getting things 
ready. What Hords or phrases can 1..re think of to describe the house 
as we come in from outdoors '( 
vJ'nat might ou.r noses tell us? (Suggestions !night go something 
like this : turkey' s cooking; mince pies are bal-::ing; onions are 
boiling; uoodsmoke fran the fireplace . ) 
What night our eyes tell us? (Snoi·JY vlhite table cloth; polished 
silver; sparkling glasses ; big bowl of nuts and raisins) 
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~.Jhat sounds :night He hear? (Fire crackling; voices in the 
kitc:1en; soneone playing the piano ; Dad s:mrpening the carving 
knife) 
.im., might He feel? (Hungry; happy; e:cpectant i lucky) 
I au going to arrance you in groups of five (heterogeneous) . 
&ch group list all the smells, sights, sounds and feelings 
likely as you come in fro;l outdoors . One person is the recorder . 
Then I ' d like each one of you to viTite a descri?tion of the event, 
using the list as nuch as he likes . If there 1 s ti;:.1e vie 1 11 read 
a fe\..r of your descriptions out loud. 
Lesson 3 
So~ne days , \veek days usually, morning comes before He 1 re 
ready for " .I. ll.l o Other days , such as weekends and holidays, and 
vacations, vle have ti:"'le to lie in bed for a feH ~)leasant moments 
and think a·oout hoH vre 111 soend the day . On the list that has 
been given you is a ::.tixed-up list of 11ua.king thoughts . 11 Lc c, 1 s look 
at then together . 
There goes the a.larci clock . 
It ' s still dark . 
The floor Hill be cold . 
Honder if it sno\.Ted last nigi1 t . 
Hope my Har.n. red shirt is ironed. 
The color of t~1is bla..>1ket is the sane color as my kitten . 
It 1 s soft, too . 
I hear Hot'1er going dmmstairs . 
Somebody1 s radio is playing. 
Only four more days until vacation . 
i£ter breakfast I 1ll get my skates sharpened. 
I smell bacon and cornbread cooking. 
Hope Steve Hill save ne a seat on tho bus . 
\-forking in pairs, please choose vJhether you 1-1ant to describe 
uaking up on a •·Iinter schoolday morning or on a Saturday morning . 
Use any ideas on the list that Hill help you. Feel free to add 
thoughts of your 01-111 . At the end of tHenty ;ninutes I Hill expect 
each pair to have a story ready. 
Lesson 4 
Describe your favorite time of year and hm-! it makes you feel. 
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f:Ol'le. n th·?y ~:e:;.'lg., HOV(':,t> and !.;.Oil,;,, OV"".t' :'ln': f~"'ne. Sur,.J~e 't' is 
dy:inc; dyinc. n 
•rhe crlG~:~~+ ['3 felt it vm~ t;he.!..r duty to vJt?.l'n an:ry bof<.y th•c\t 
flum.rre:..,-time c.:mnot lnst foreve.&". E,ren on the ,nost bnqu:t:U',, l c1a:·fl 
cxr thr ·.:·hole ye' i' - thf' days when fi'llmme:.t' is chnn.g'l.rt(l' into j.'eJ.l . 
the cric1tct s spr>ead the :rumor of se.dnc- s~ and chru1.ge. 
I:. very body he urd tht'J song of the c~rj.ckt<~t s . Aver·i he a'i'd it 
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as he walked the dusty rend. He kne\'J that school would 1:$Con 1::~~·· ... \1 
ar.aln. 'l'he young ger~se hca.t•d it nncl k'non thflt tht"'Y ~"'O':lr~ n(;•/r:" 
bf' 11 ttlr. coslinr,s nga1.n. Charlotte hP-e.rd :l.t anil kmn. th..,.t .1he 
hacntt much t'trM~ left., Nrs. ZllCkerman at wm~l:: :fn tlv~ 1citeLc,:1-» 
h€nrd the cricket~~, m1d n sadness cmnc over hel'r t0o. r~J'.r:.c':h;r 
nurm~nr t.:.:nne,n Rhe si;:hed. Lurv:r, at r.'O'r'k bolld:inr; a ct'a ... .:: f'c::t."' 
""1lbur, h,...s.:rd the song n...'l'ld kn~"";'J it 1::ar. time to dig potat.oc s, 
11 Sum?!ler is OVr'!' and cone, 11 repeated the c:ri.ckets. 
rnany nir-jlt~ t111 frost?~'-'ang th~ crickets. 
roadbye:t r;rodbyeln 
there ;~:oes th(') nlarm cJock 
:tt's still dnrl{ 
the floor ~ill b~ cold 
wonder if it snowed last night 
hope my \Hl.rtn red shir>t is ironed 
th!' color of this blanket is the· ~arne: color aP ~y ~~1 t ten 
1t' s ~oft t oo 
I hear mothor ~nine down stairs 
somebody ' s re.d1o iA pltr;Jing 
only four morr daya unt ~1 vacntlon 
after brenkfa~t :r.t J.l ~et my sKateR ~h11rpe·;wd 
I smel l ~1F.tCon and cornbread cooking 
hope St eve w111 snve Mn a sc!1t on the bus 
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SCALE FOR EVALU TIOH OF CREATIV~ I·JRITTI-G !f 
·1anual of Directions for .!:' inal Scale 
For ease and facility in using this scale the teac1er should be 
thoroughly fa~liar with the definitions of each of the four categories -
Originality, Vocabulary, Organization and Elaborative Hriting, and the 
descriptive phrases for each of the sub-categories . 
Each one of the four categori es is divided into four sub-categories . 
Each sub- category represents a numerical value ; the values range from 
3 t o 0. The underlined uords in a sub- category state the qualities that 
must be present for a composition to merit the corresnonding value . The 
descriptive phrases uhich follm-r help to define the underlined Herds. 
Procedure for scoring: 
1. Read the com?osition. 
2. Refer to the first category - Originality 
a . Read the definition. 
b. Read the underlined uor ds in each sub- category. 
c. Refer to descriptive phrases for clarification. 
d. Select the sub- category t i1at best describes the co1;1position. 
e. Score the com;?osition \·lith the corres?onding nunerical value. 
3. Us the above procedure for each of thG other catecories. 
4. Tally the four scores to obtain your total. Tvrelve r epresents 
the maxi;·n.un score; zero represents the Dlini.'llUi':l score. 
!I From the thesis of Eleanor M. Anderson, et al ., item number 2., 
Bibliography of this thesis , P• 50. 
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ORIGINALITY 
Definition: An original con~osition containa unusual thour,hts and/or 
unique arrangements of ordinary I·JOrds to give freshness to a. cor:unon 
idea. 
Rate 3 if t:1e co~1posi tion contains the folloHing : 
unioue di fferont or unexoected ideas or vmrds arranc;ed throughout 
to nroduce an unusual effect. 
individual interpretations of ordinary thoughts 
ne'\-T ,,Jays of telling something 
unusual placement of ·Hords 
fresh interpretation of an old idea by unusual play on words 
or -word order 
Rate 2 if the co position contains the follmring : 
frequent use of original ideas or freauent use o_ Herds arran~ed so 
as to produce an unusual effect. 
Rate 1 if t he cor:mosi tion contains the folloi-Jing: 
occasional use of original ideas; or occasional use of Herds ar-
ranged so as to nroduce an unusual effect . 
Rate 0 if the composition contains t he follm1ing : 
conventional ideas; co::nnonplace VTord oatterns. 
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VOCABUIJl.RY 
Definition: Use of words to express a particular thought or idea. 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the follm.ring : 
a variety of clear, precise Hords and unusually descriptive 
and vivid words. 
Words that appeal to the senses 
choice selective 1rrords vrhich develop shades of meaning 
actions clearly shovm by use of specific words 
synonyms ru1d antonyms vrhich enhance word pictures 
colorfu~, picturesque, effective similes and/or metanhors 
P~te 2 if the composition contains the following : 
-v10rds that are adequately descript-ive but lack overall excellence. 
sporadic use of vivid \.Jords or phrc.ses 
some good sliailes and/or netaphors 
Rate l if the composition contains the follo-vring : 
some aporooriate ·t-rords with little variety of Hard ciwice 
very fevr descriptive or picture words 
common overv10rked similes and/or metaphors 
\.Jords that produce vague impressions 
Hate 0 if the composition contains the follo1r1ing : 
only com;monplace words Hithout variety. 
trite, ineffective, dull Hords \.Jhich are monotonous 
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ORGANIZATION 
Definition: Organization is the sequential arrange!llent of ideas . 
Rate 3 if the composition contains the follo1-ring : 
continuity and logical clear arr&~gement of relevant thoughts. 
no irreleve~t details 
build- up of ideas eY~ctly suitable to express mood of story 
main idea fully expressed 
all ninor ideas supporting major idea 
Rate 2 if the composition contains the following : 
main idea~learly stated, but relevant thoughts lack continuity 
and logical clear arranrcement. 
no irrelevant ideas 
no consistency in build- up of ideas that express ~ood created 
main idea fully expressed 
some minor ideas poorly arranged 
Rate 1 if the co1-:1posi tion contains the follo-vring : 
a raain idea 1-ri th some irrelevant ideas. 
relevant ideas poorly developed and illogically arr~Dged 
jumbled arrangement of thoughts which detract from mood 
i.rn.portent elements of composition placed 1-rhere they are least. 
effective 
Rate 0 if the composition contains the follo1-.ring : 
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overall linpression of disorder because of illogical seauence of ideas. 
disorganized, needless digression 
irrelevant material more prominent than topic 
minor ideas dwarfing maj or ideas 
ELABORATIVE WRI'riNG 
Definition: Elaborative ~or..citing is n.n abundance of appropriately related 
ideas fluently expressed. 
Rate 3 if t he com~osi tion contains the follovTing : 
a iJealth of ideas \·Ihic:1 have deoth, scope , and feeling. 
full treat ment of t he subject t hrough ample , unrestrained 
details \Jhich give clarity and color 
associated ideas \JDich ar e fully developed and f oll o11 each 
other easi ly and naturally 
Rate 2 if t he composition contains the following : 
ideas Hhich are clear a.11d flovl smoothly but l ack full development 
because of in co .• Dlete treatnent of the subject. 
Rate 1 i f the com?osition contains the following : 
limited ideas or stilted and restrained ideas 'Hhich prevent con-
tinuity, smooth relationshiPs and associations . 
inadequate details 
Rate 0 if the conposition contains the follO\..ring : 
ideas sug~ested but never carried out. 
no details 
barrenness of expression 
confused impressions 
jumbled and disassociated t houghts 
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